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Committee S~ys No to Undergraduate Tuition Increase
Graduate Schools .and Colleges May Face Higher Fees if Swygert, Trustees Approve Recommendation
By J ENNIFER CUMMINGS
Hilltop Staff Wri1er
In a nearly tie vo1e Wednesday, the
Tuition Rates and Review Committee declined to recommend a resolution to increase tuition for the Undergraduate Schools and Colleges next
year.
The nine-member committee
resolved in a five to four vote not to
recommend a tuition increase to the
Board of Trustees.
Whi le voting to not increase
Undergr.iduate tuition, the committee
did however vote to recommend mis-

Month of
Fasting
Helps Build
Community

ing rates for many of the graduate
schools. A proposed 3% increase in
tuition for the Law School. College
of Medicine, Graduate School of
Arts & Sciences. and College of
Dentistry was recommended to the
Board by the Committee.
Howard University Student Asso•
ciation President Sellano Simmons
and Vice President Nikkole Salter
along with Graduate Student Asso•
ciation leaders Damon Roberts,
Jamal Osaze, and Maurice Butler
represented students' concerns and
interests.
The student representatives, in

many different presentations 10 the
committee, ftrmly recomme .1ded that
the board "consider the hard plight of
its student population, acknowledge
the steady CJ<pected increases of federal appropriation, remember that
rate, already have been increased for
the past five years.
"We recommend that Howard University explore alternative avenues of
funding with serious aggression.111e
studems of Howard University are in
,munch opposition to an increase in
tuition rates and fees," the representative." said.
On behalf of HUSA and the stu-

dents, Salter presented a Power Point
presentation out lining recommendations by students to the committee
including a lab fee increase for the
College of Pharmacy, Nursing and
Allied Health and staunch opposition
10 the 3 % Undergraduate and Graduate school tuition.
Although students were in opposition of all of these increases, they
were in favor of lhe implementation
of a fee for laptops for all students in
the Medical and Law Schools a.~ well
as the College of Pharmacy, Nursing

"Professors used to come here with other (professors) to relax and enjoy
their meal. Now, it seems that they can never get a,-vay from the students,
even on their own lunch break,"
- CHRIS CfilATOH, Production Manager for Sodexho Marriott

By NSf;NGA A. KNIGHT
City Editor
The most active time in Khalil
Rasheed and Ibrahim Adesanya's ·
house is between 5 and 8 a.m.
During this time, they wake up to
have a meal before the crack of dawn.
pray the early morning Salat (obligatory Muslim prayer before sunset),
read a portion of the Koran, and prepare for their day of classes at
Howard University.
This early morning meal will be
their last until the sun begins to go
down later in the day. Their early
morning routine is typical for the
many Muslim students at Howard
during the month of Ramadan, which
began Monday.
Rasheed is a senior legal commu•
nications major and Adesanya is a
junior 1>sychology major. They grew
up as friends in Oakland, California.
Both were raised practicing Islam. As
college students away from home,
they fullfil their obligation of fa.~ting
during the month of Ramadan and
share the e.,perience with Howard's
growing Islamic community.
Rahma Abdur Rahim, a freshman
chemistry major from Hampton. Virginia, is experiencing her first fast
away from home this semester. Fasting has become easier for her since
she's been at Howard because of the
great deal of support she receives
from the Muslim community at
Howard. "Since I've been at school,
fasting has become easier for me.
Back home, (in highschool) I was the
only Muslim in school." So, she fast•
ed alone. "Here, all my friends are
fasting." said Rahim.
She enjoys spending each night
with her Muslim peers during
Ramadan. "It's what I expected. I
look forward to coming to mar (the
meal a Muslim has after breaking the
fast) to sec everyone, eat, talk, socialize, and pray together. I get to see
people I don't usually see every
night,"
Rashee<l's initial experience wasn't
as positive as Rahim's. When he was
a freshman at Howard it wasn't his
first time fal>ting away from home. "It
wasn't cool at first, fasting here
because I didn't feel comfortable in
the Muslim community here," said
Rasheed.
"I would go to the masjid the first
couple of days (during Ramadan)
then I stopped and would break it
Please See RAMADAN, B9

Tuition has been increased by a
small percentage for the past five
years.
And while the recommendation
regarding the Undergraduate Schools
favors students. Simmons warns, "we
should remind ourselves that it's only
a recommendation • but it is sincere
and represents what the students and
committee feel is the appropriale

& Allied Health.
Student representatives, pan of the
almost unanimous vote, noted though
that the lapt0ps should be provided at
less than average cost. "Laptops for
students will allow an increase in the
level of productivity and technology
comprehension in students as it
applies to thei, line of study," noted
a final student analysis and recommendation.
• The Committee will submit their
recommendations to the Board of
Trus1ees who will render a final ruling on the matter.

action.''

"Higher tuition yields fewer stu•
dents. Fewer students yield higher
tuition. When does it all end?" said
Simmons.

Blackburn
Too Small,
Students
Complain
By K ENRVA MALtKH
Hilltop Staff Writer

RANKIN

Student organizations are feeling a scheduling crunch in the Armour J. Blackburn
University Center this semester, as space is
increasingly becoming unavailable in the
student center - even as the number of
campus organizations multiply.
Several student groups have complained
that they were bumped from space they
requested and denied rooms because of the
lack of space. Students also complained of
·times .-hen they had t<l request ,pace, several 1im(.l because 0 ~ lo!,\ pa~ct

Photo ~y fawn T Smith
As the \e111(.~tcr p~,')C"'• nlOrt nnd more student~are rrtquenting the Kc\taurant located on the first floor of the Blnckburu Center. \\'Ith ii,) gold-rimmed
plates, slntthed linen napkin~ nnd huffct-1,t) le sening stations, tht" Re,tnurnnt ha~ become one or the most popular stude,u eateries on eumpus

'

Students and Teachers Battle for
Howard Restaurant Dining Rights
By JOI RlllU" & UR.\KKTON BOOKf'.R
Hilltop Staff Writers
The aroma of barbecued chicken, freshly
baked corn bread, and candied yams jolt
LeRon Lees hunger p:mgs to life as he scans
the crowded room for a familiar face to dine
with.
For Lee, il~ rime for a mid-day meal in one
of his fa\'orite Blackburn haunts: the Howard
Restaurant.

Campus Spotlight
As the semester passes, more and more
students are frequenting the Restaurant
located on the Iirst floor of the Blackburn
Center. With its gold-rimmed plates.
starched linen napkins and buffet-styleserv•
ing stations. the Restaurant has become one
of the most popular student eateries on campus - even while faculty members quietly

protest the growing student presence.
"If you want to have a healthy meal you
can't go to the Punch Out," said Lee, a
sophomore radio. television and film major.
"If you want to take food hack to your roo'm
you can·t go to the cafc, so [the Restaurant]
is perfect for me."
Many students say that d1ey would choose
the Restaurant over the Punch Out and cafeteria., in Blackburn and the Annex.
Junior biology major Farrah Caffier calls
the food in the Restaurant "the close_\! thing
to momma's cookin' ," She added that the
Restaurant is a quiet place where you can
enjoy a meal and conversation with your
neighbor.
"The Restaurant has a mature atmosphere,
that I really enjoy," Caffier said.
Ironically, its the Restaurant's mature
audience d1at is quietly grumbling over the
influx of students dining there.
A large majorily of faculty members say
they feel that students are invading the small

hideaway in Blackburn that has become a
refuge to many professors.
One instructor, who asked to remain
unnamed, said that she fuels that students
have begun 10 overstep their boundaries.
"Students already have an are.1 set aside
for them to ear. Why do they have to come
into our space for lunch? We do not usually
come into the student cafeterias and we
would think that the students would give us
the same respect. This is the only area designated for faculty members and we thought
that it would be protected," she said.
Such complaints have reached Restaurant officials like Chris Chiatoh, Production
Manager for Sodexho Marriott, the company that provides food service to the University. Chiatoh says the Restaurant was initially
opened as a dining facility for faculty members only. Yet, this year with the establish•
ment moving to a ·•cafeteria style" setting,
Please See FOOD, B9

·~ , ~or 1--

~tudents blamed the scarcity of SPJC~ to prd
erences given to oulSide organizntion, lhat
pay.
"There is a lack or" space and sometimes I
feel there is a priority given to outSide groups.
It's time for us to look toward new space,"
said Khalfani Walker, Coordinator of the
Undergraduate Student Assembly.
Stacy Wilson, a member of the Caribbean
Student Association, agreed with Walker. " I
feel that Blackburn caters to outside functions because there is more money to be
made. This creates a conflict of interest,"
Wilson s.1id.
Roberta McLeod, director of the Blackburn Center, admitted that sometimes outside
organizations are given preferences. For
example, McLeod said her office had 10
make space for a visit from President Bill
Clinton and for a special convocation for Oracle CEO, Larry Ellison earlier this year.
McLeod said the procedure when this happens is to move the space or reschedule the
event.

''Every step is made to try not to have this
happen through advance planning," McLeod
sa.id. She also said outside groups that give
the Universit/ "insurmountable'' amounts
of money, ho,t programs bringing visibility
to the University and provide an important
service to the community, are given space
preference. They are still required 10 pay,
McLeod said. Rates for room rentals by out•
side groups were not available by Hilltop
press time.
She also attributed space problems to
increased program scheduling by the Office
Please See BLACK.BURN, B9

Clinton Visits HU

The Hilltop This Week - - - SportsWeek
Check out the latest
sports news and events.
Bl

Campus
Instead of going home
for Thanksgiving, many
students went to the
"Big Easy" for the
Bayou Classic.
A2

Life & Style
Check out a candid discussion
about sex on Howard's campus.
'Iwo very different Howard
females share their views.

B3

Prtsidtnt Bill Ointon "ill addre;s the\\ hit<
Hou.s,, Religiow. u,adtrs Summit on the
World All)$ Crisis •t noon todll)' in Rankin
Memorial 01opel. 11ie emu will bt brood•
c-~--a live on Wl-UJf.
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CAMPUS
Voices
Vielis
How are you going to
prepare for fina l
exams?

"Drink a whole lot of Dr. Pepper
and go to Club UGL 247."
-Erin Carrier, Sophomore,
Rndio, TV and Film

"Ahh! Final?"
-Charles Neal, Sophomore,
Marketing

Students Bypass Turkey for Pigskin in the 'Big Easy'
Bayou Classic Football Game Draws Thousands to New Orleans
By D ENISE CALDWELL
Hilltop Staff Writer
ophomore biology major TiAnna Holmes would
usually return home 10 Tucson, Arizona. for a routine Thanksgiving dinner with her parents. but this
year she found herself in the midst of fun in New Or!eans.
Holmes was one of the thousands who 0ocked to the
"Big Easy" over Thanksgiving break to attend the Bayou
Classic, the top grossing black event in America.
Crowds yelling, people rejoicing. and cars blazing the
hottest joints in hip•hop and R&B became the first memory that captured visitors as they trampled down Bourbon Street. Revelers bombarded taverns, strip clubs,
hotels. and boutiques on Canal Street.
Droves of tourists combined with local "hot girls and
boys" mingled with the intentions of partying all weekend.
"Being this was my first year. I didn't know what to
expect." said sophomore psychology major April Lewis.
"I could only imagine and react off the big hype that my
friends had boasted about."
What can be summarized as a lifetime experience 10
some, began with the notion of a regular football classic.
However. when the Southern University Jaguars and the
Gr.imbling State Tigers get together, veteran Bayou revelers say they can always assume one thing: the game will
be excitiog and always have a dramatic ending. Outgrowing both campuses of the universities, the actual foot•
ball game hosted a sell-om crowd of 72. 000 people at the
Louisiana Superdome.
Although the football game is the plateau of the whole
event, there were numerous activities thai preluded the all
star game.
"The main thing that I look forward to is Southern being
featured in the Battle of the Bands. "said senior accounting major Christopher Barnes, a native of New Orleans.
"Whether it's the Battle of the Bands or the football
game. Grambling hasn't displayed any competition for
Southern," he said.
As Thursday ended and the weekend began, 250, 000
revelers which included college students. alumni, and
family from around the country. crowded airports and
packed cars to one destination -"N ·awlings."
Several celebrities appeared to be very interested in this
gala, too, You could have easily seen Juvenile and the Hot
Boys, Master P, Mystikal, and HU alumnus "Hits" host
of the BET-produced video show "Hits from the Street,"
Of course, Bourbon Street was 1he main hang out.

S

Photo b) Oeni..c Cald.,<11
llundreds or IIO\\Urd ~tudenb Oocked to the "Big Ea\)·· o,er Thanksgh ing break to :utcnd lhe ffa)OU Classic, thl' 1op groS,,(;ing
bl(IC'k e,er,t in America.

There were numerous parties that one could choose 10
attend. The famous House of Blues. Planet Hollywood,
and The Spot were a few places that one could dance and
mingle socially.
Both universities were able 10 display their talents on
and ofTthe football field. School spirit was in the air once
Friday rolled around.
The 27th annual Baulc of the Bands and Greek Step
Show was an cxtravagana, not to be mi"ed . Several fraternities and sorontie, prided their school by competing
for cash prizes and the reputation of honoring individual
chapters of their Greek affiliation.
When it came I() the two school, hauling it out rnu"•
cally, Southern gave Grambling a tough match 10 the fin•
ish. While the bands played ,c,eral ,elections. the audi•
ence wa, vef) enthused when Grambling played the
2000 women's anthem. Destiny Child'\ "Independent
Women,"
Ladies from nll section, <>f the Supcrdome raised their

hands and shouted the lyric, as the moved the crowd.
" Girl. that';, my song. Grambling is really throwing
down.'' shouted a young lady in the crowd. When Southern began their rebuttal. it was over. They began to play
this beat that resembled, "Shake it Fast," then you heard
and saw rap artist. My,1ikal began 10 rap the lyrics.
Everybody in 1he Superdome jumped to their feet and
preceded to dance. It was the highlight of the half,1ime
show.
Gro,sing $50 million dollars for the whole weekend.
Saturday was the culmination of aJI festivities. Southern
University staned the football gnme off leading and ending a, the winner. The final score was 33-29 sustaining
that Southern was the winner for eight years straight. The
crowd was very pleased and are already planning for the
next clas,ic.
After the experience of seeing a melting pot of people
unite with the intention ofjubilation. it is a great assumption that the crowd next year will be bigger and better.

Brown U. Picks First
Black President in Ivy
League
Daniel Stem
Cavalier Daily• U. of Virginia
esterday the face of an Ivy League university
changed, literally. Early Thursday afternoon. officials at Brown University in Providence,. R.I.. offi•
cially named Smith College President Ruth J. Simmon,
Brown's 18th president. When Simmons assumes control of
Brown on July I. she will become the first black president of
an Ivy League institution. She also will join the University of
Pennsylvania's Judith Rodin as the only female Ivy League
presidents ever.
Simmons succeeds Gordon Gee. who angered many on campus by resigning as Brown's president on Feb. 7 to become
chancellor of Vanderbilt University.
Since then. Sheila Blumstein. a professor of Linguistics and
COJlnitive Science, has served as interim president.
University of Virginia President John T. Casteen Ill commended Brown for choosing Simmons as its next leader. "I
think [the choice) says that Ruth Simmons has proved that she
is a superb president as well us a scholar of serious stalUrc.
and that the time was right for Brown and for her. Good choice
on Brown's part. good decision on her pan,"Casteen said.
Simmons, the youngest of 12 children. grew up in a lowincome family in Texas. Her father was a sharecropper. and
her mother worked as a domestic servant.
Despite this less than privileged upbringing, Simmons
earned a scholarship to Dillard University. from which she
graduated, summa cum laude, in 1967. After receiving her
Master's degree and Ph.D. at Harvard, Simmons taught
French at the University of New Orleans.
From there, she went 10 Princeton University, where she
worked as the acting director of the African-American studies program and as assistant dean of the faculty.
Simmons is mindful of the importance of faculty members
to an institution's success. in an interview with The New York
Times, she said her priorities at Brown would include improving "faculty resources," which she defined as leaves, salaries
and research suppon.
"She must have been the most qualified candidate for the
job, which makes me feel comfortable with her appointment.'"
Brown freshman Jaron Zi1rin said. "Hopefully, she will be able
to promote even more progress at Brown than she did at
Smith."
According to Brown's student newspaper, The Brown Daily
Herald, officials at Smith College credit Simmons with
recruiting more minority faculty and increasing diversity on
campus; improving undergraduate education through intensive seminars for first-year students; establishing the first engineering program at a women's college; and creating a progmm
that allows students to be paid for their summer internships.
More importantly, during her live-year tenure, the endowment nearly doubled, to $900 million, a feat she hopes to
repeat at Brown, where the endowment of S1.5 billion is miniscule compared to the rest of the Ivy League.
Brown students are optimistic that Simmons· strong track
record will mean good things for their school.
"We are very excited to have her nnd we have been waiting
for a long time to fil l this void," said Megan Rooney,
Brown senior and executive editor of Brown's Daily Herald. "For the past five years Brown as a whole has cared a lot
about racial diversity on all levels, and we are very proud that
Brown is the first Ivy League school to have a
black president, male or female,"

Y

"I'm a last minute man. I'll
probably be studying the night
before.
Plus I'm a line arts major. I
only have like 1wo exnms."
- Cory Manning. Sophomore,
Graphic Design

"Cut out eating and sleeping
and let the all night study
sessions begin."
-Adria Hairston. Sopho•
more. Broadcast Journalism

j
I
-C<11n,>ill'd by \1'1,ct> Smit!,
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BONUS OFFER!
SIGN UP WITI IS l'AFFWORLD CONSULTANTS
AND
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Student Paper May Sue U. Nebraska for Disclosure of Crime Statistics
By JOSH ftJNI\
Daily Ncbrnskan - U. of Nebrn,ka - Lincoln
(U-WJRE)

T

he University of Nebmska-Lincoln student code
of conduct outline, academic and behavioral
·
standards 10 preserve an ..educational environment'' and make campus safe. The univer:;ity publishes
its crime srn1b1ics twice a year in its schedule of classes
10 make all students aware of crimes the campus police
have investigated.
Yet the actions of the campus body tasked with enforcing the Unive"ity of Nebraska-Lincoln', student code of
conduct remain secrc1. ..wc·re bound by the code (of conduct]. which say, these records are confidential:· Judi,
cial Affairs Director Rosemary Blum said.
Blum said her office's primary mission is educational
and the most-common offenses are alcohol related.
The office of Student Judicial Affairs is responsible for
adjudicating simple charges of academic di,honcsty. but
it is also responsible for more serious charges of hazing.
rape. assault and other crimes.
Earlier this fall, the university denied the D,.il)•
Nebraskan's request for accc" to the results of disciplinary actions in,olving allcgtuions of crime, of violence
and sex olTcnses.
Now the Daily Nebrnskan b considering legal action 10
make the records public because it is important for a safe
campus, and the newspaper disagrees with the university's reasons for keeping the records secret.

0

The newspaper argued that lhe records should be
released because 1998 changes to a federal law allow their
release, and Nebraska ·s public records law requires it.
The Daily Nebra5kan believes that keeping these records
confidential preserns a substantial safety concern 10Universi1y of Nebraska students. and it jeopardizes the fairness of Judicial Affairs proceedings because students have
no way to know if another student prosecuted for the same
offense received a lesser penalty.
Critk-s of this secrecy charge that campus-court officials
are handling any number of non-academic criminal cases
which are never referred to law enforcement officials.
Under the current system, UNL students will never know
if rapes. assaults and other crimes arc happening on campus and going unprosecuted.
After lawyers for UNL and the NU system reviewed the
Daily Nebraskan's request, Blum denied it in October. citing two exceptions to Nebraska's public records law.
..After careful review of the Nebraska open-records
statute. as well as the Federal Family Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). I can find no evidence 10 support granting your requesl to view any university disciplinary
records:·
Blum wrote Oct. 3.
On appeal. the stale attorney general's office upheld the
university's decision in a Nov. 13 letter.

A

But public-records experts with the Student Press Law
Center and Nebraska's Society of Professional Journalists question the legal basis of the university's decision.
UNL journaLism profes,or and SPJ Project Sunshine
Chairman John Bender s.iid the attorney general"s argu•
meat was circular.
Bender said that Assistant Attorney General Dale Comer
justified the university policy of keeping these records
confidential with the university policy itself.
Access to information about crime on campus has been
an issue nationwide since the passage ofFERJ>A and long
before.
The federal law FERPA. which is also known as the
Buckley Amendment. was passed in I974 to prevent
schools from releasing a student's educational records
without permission.
Many universities responded by classifying any information about crimes gathered either by the campus police
or judicial affairs offices as ..educational records.. and
restricting acces
Those practices were criticized after some students fell
victim 10 crimes on campuses where the universities had
prior knowledge of similar crimes. but foiled 10 notify students. But the results of Judicial Affairs· proceedings
remain confidential.
In fact, the Chancellor's Task Force on Conduct Stan-

darcls and Behavior Standards recommended in 1996 '1hal
the results of alleged student code of conduct violations
be made public on a regular basis. within the legal restrictions imposed ...
That t;ssk force was assembled in the fall of 1995 by then
Interim Chancellor Joan Leit,.el 10 examine UNL's disciplinary p:ocedures and standards about the same time
that several high-profile ,'iolcnt incidents involving student athletes dominated the news.
The Daily Nebraskan argues 1hat any legal restrictions
that prevented the release of those records in 1996 has
been removed.
In October 1998. Congress amended FERPA to show
that records of crimes of violence and sex offenses should
not be considered educational records and could be
released.
In its refusal, the university relies on an exception 10
Nebraska ·s open records law that protects personal
records of students.
That exception was passed by the Unicameral in 1979.
five years after the federal law protecting educational
records was enacted.

CAMPUS DIGEST
Batlle O\Cr Robeson·, Legacy

filed a lawsuit ;i,king 10 be declared the legal

Blanket Drive for lhc Home!™

Howard Umver>1t)' and P,,ul Robeson Jr. are
locked in a lug of\\ .,rover title and owner:;hip of
papers. films. photoft.lphs. audiotape, and other
items of the late Paul Robeson. The materials have
been kept for n,ughly 20 years a1 the MoorlandSpingarn Research Celller. As a result, Howard

owner of Robeson's memorabilia. University offi•
cials were unavailable for comment. in response.
Robeson Jr. filed his own lawsuit. demanding the
return of the entire inventory. The collection of
more than 35.000 items has been estimated to be
wonh millions. which makes the baule Chat much
more interesting.

It is estimated that 760,000 people arc homeless on
any given night, 1.2 to 2 million people experience
homelessness during one year (National Law Center oo Homelessness and Poverty, via the National
Coalition for the Homeles,.) As temperatures continue to drop, many of the home Jes, fiod newspapers

rn an atlempt to fight the cold. The Leadership
Transt'ormatioo Organization hasinitiated a Blanket
Drive in the first series of efforts to combat homelessness. For more inforn1ation, contact the Leadership Transformation Organi7.ation at(202) 332-9364.

-Compiled/mm Sta.ff Repom

Student Government
HUSA Mails Letters to Reno Demanding Justice
n a continuing effort 10 seek justice for Prince Jones. the
Howard University Student Association solicited the support of Attorney General Janet Reno and the Department
of Justice l>y sending out over 1hree hundred let1ers demanding a fair investigation in the case.
Students in support of HUSA and the search for what they
call Justice and resolution in this case signed these letters during Homecoming and throughout the semester. The letters, sent
·out overthe Thanksgiving holiday, were firn1. "imploring.. the
Attorney General to overturn Fairfax Attorney General Roben
Horan·, decision to justif} lhe actions of the accused oflicer
in the case.

I

A month ago Horan nrled that the case was an example of
..ju>tifiable homicide ... While charging Reno 10 overturn his
decision. HUSA leaders also requested that the Justice Department ,;pursue criminal charges against police officer Carlton
Jones for unjustifiably slaying Prince Jones."
An emotional plea concluded the letter asking...How many
more people must be murdered before your family feels the pain
that many in this nation already bear?" "h was really important that we spread awareness about thi, i\Sue .ind continue to
pursue it because in numbers we can bring change... <aid
HUSA President Scllano Simmon,.
HUSA Prtches In 10 Serve Thanksgiving Dinner

The HUSA staff served students a traditional Thanksgiving
dinner in the Blackburn Cafeteria before the holiday.
.. h was a fun way 10 interact with student_-.'' said HUSA Vice
President Nikkole Salter. "It also made us .1ppreciate the cafeteria l>taff and their service to us every day... said Salter.
During the dinner. the HUSA staff served up questionnaires
evaluating their service.
..A portion of our OREM pla1forn1 is dedicated 10 •visibility'
and oppof1unities like this. where the students can interacl with
us on a daily b3'i,. let them know tha1 we are here at their ser' ice:· said HUSA President. Sellano Simmon,.
Compi/,d frr,,11• Ste;!) Repom
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Mixing Bowl Stirs Up Holiday Traffic, Frustration
By J ONATIIAN c. S IMS
Hillcop Scaff Wricer
11°s November 261h and you·re trying to geeback 10 Howard. Traffic is
al a s1and scill in the "M ixing Bowl."
This is common for metro area residents but ii may be a nighcmare for
holiday drivers.
The Springfield ln1crchange. named
1 one of che 10p 10 worst traffic spots
I in the US, gives many commuters
headaches. Marsha Vincent, a Man' ass.is residen1whocommu1es daily 10
1 the Dis1ric1said. "I hare traffic in 1he
Milting Bowl and it makes going 10
work very frus1ra1ing."

On a daily basis 400.000passengers
pass chrough the incerchange. In a
span or 10 years there have been 179
accidencs documented by Virginia
Deparcment of Transporca ti on
(VDITT) in 1he craffic spoc.
"The projecc looks promising. but is
a pain," said. Kevin Kindle a senior
Allied Health major. \Vi1h its complecion in 2007. mo1orists may ge1
used 10 bumper 10 bumper traffic.
The projec1, which began in 1996
wi1h che complecion of its lirsc phase
of seven. is looking up. Steve Ticunik. a direccor for the projec1 said,
"everything is going on schedule."'
Right now highway workers are fin-

ishing phase chree, which adds a
four1h lanein 1hesou1hbound,ideof
lhe highway. Work will scart on
phase four lace November 10 early
December which affcccs the "core of
the beltway mix of 1-95 and 495.'"
Ticunik said. This part of construelion may bri ng 1he holiday rush to a
stand s1ill because 1his is che bigges1
part of1he projec11hat involves three
major highways in one.
"The in1erchange was designed for
200,000 in 1960 and 400,000 vehicles pass 11trough 1he area daily;·
Ti1unik said. When 1he es1ima1ed
$540 million projec1 is done. there
wi ll be more than 50 bridges added.

Commucers will have access or;, 24
lane 1-95 between 1he Beltway and
Franconia Rd. "With 24 lanes added
commucers will be able 10 reach their
des1ina1ion prompcl y and sa fely:·
Titunik said.
Cons1ruc1ion causes most of 1he
daily delays. Kevin Kindle, a commu1cr said " I have sat in bumper 10
bumpertraffic for more 1han 45 minules at times:·
One major emphasis focused in the
project is safc1y. There have been
179 accidencs reported 10 VDITT
around the Miidng Bowl in 1en years.
Ticunik said, ··speeding and aggressive driving causes accidcnls, in rum

causing delays.'" The mos1 common
accidencsinwork zones are rearends.
Seate officials plan 10 combat these
drivers severely. Kachleen Wiggins
or VDOT said. "elimination of
aggressive driving in Springlield"s
work zone is regula1ed by policing
and new cechnology.'"
On the interchanges web si1e.
www.springfield interchange.com
tips for easing delays are given.
Some include usi ng HOV lanes,
using public 1ransporta1ion, and carpooling. Safe1y tips on 1he si1e are.
"slow down. pay a1ten1ion 10 your
surroundings, and calm down:·
Some "Band-Aid improvements"'

are being made 10 lower the 1ension
of drivers. O1her lanes are always
open and HOV lanes remain open for
iraffic. There arc ;,even more years
lefl in 1his ex1ensive and expensive
projecc.
·•wich gas prices acits highest in history and 1raflic delays occurring
everyday, a smart option fo, consumers would be 10 park their cars.
and just use 1he bus. "'You will get
1here quicker and i1s cheaper'" Titunik said. But with over 2 million cars
expected 10 pass by this Thanksgiving Holiday, the Mixing Bowl may
tum into a 1raffic blender.
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Sports Madness

P~ndas Poised to Take Spotlight at Zoo
By NICOLE COLF.4'1AN
Hilltop Slaff Writer
·oc·s most talkedabout(:()llple will anivein only five days. The couple is a pair
o( P..mda bears from China and they are coming 10 the National Zoo.
The arrival ofTian Tian and Mei Xiang is one of the National Zoo's most expensive projeclS to date. Pandas are one of the world's most endangered species. 1be
effon to bring these Pandas 10 the zoo from China was an cnormo11~ feat.
The zoo's new pair of rare giant pandas will tmvel from China to Washington ·s
Dulles International airport on Deccmber61h.1bey will goon public display sometime in early January acoording to zoo officials.
Mei Xiang. the two year old female pand.i wbo's name means "beautiful fragnince." and Tian Tian, the three year old male panda who's hamc mean~ "more
and more", will be in quarantine for a month. lbis will protect them from pub•
lie view while they adjust to their new habitat. At this time. they will be checked
to make sure that they are free of disease. Once on display. they are expected 10
become the zoo's bigge.~t sensation.
"Mei Xiang and Tian Tian will thrill and delight Americans for years and be
apan of a major conservation for one of the worlcl~ most endangered species;·
said Roben Hoage, spokesperson for the National Zoo.
Toby Hairston, a fooneen-year old student and resident of DC also anticip,11es
Mei Xiang and Tian Tian's anival. ''I'm .eally excited that the panruL\ are coming. I've never seen one before, so I can't wait until they get he.re."
A collaboration of private and corporate donors helped set the panda.~ on their
journey. According to the Smithsonian Institution, private donors contributed $18
million to help bring the pandas to Washingion on a ten-year loan from China.

Major corporate donors include Fujifilm. who donated $7.8 million and Discovery
Communicmions· Anirnal Planet. which gave $5 million. FedEx, which tr.msponed the pandas 10 the United Stmes from China. donated its flight which was
estimated m more than half a million dollars.
Ofthe$18 million inprivatedonations.SIOmillion will bcspem on panda conservation projects in China. It is c.'>timmed that there are fewer than 1.000 giant
pandas in the world, and an international effon is being made to increase their
numbers. Giant pandas live only in the bamboo foresis of China.
A S2 million doUnrrenovation of the panru1S quaner.< at the zoo has helped make
the panda., new home as familiar :Ls possible. 1be new lush garden boasts air•
cooditioned rocky caves. shallow pond,. live trees for shade and dead trees for
climbing. 1bere are even fog making spouts and water mister.< to help create the
aunosphere of a Chinese bamboo forest. There will be twenty-seven cameras
installed 10 monitor every move of the pandas.
The National Zoo's history with pandas dare back 10 1972, when Chinese premiereMao Zedong offcred Hsing Hsing and Ling Ling as a gift. Tile female, LingLing, died in 1992. The male. Hsing-Hsing. died last year. Tile pair had li\•ecubs,
but none survived more than :, few d:,ys.
Friends of the National Zoo. the zoo's main fundrnising organiw1ion. is trying
to raise an additional $4 million to underwrite more panda research and help pay
for the new p,'Ulda exhibit. scheduled to open in three years adjacent to the cur•
rent p,'Uld.1 house.
It is estimated that only one dlOUsand giant pandaslive in the ,Yi.ldin central China
today. Tile Giant Panda is protected by a variety of Chinese laws. Offenders convicted of poaching Giant Pand.'ls or smuggling a Giant P..mda can receive life inprisonment or a death sentence.

~---,
l'holo b) Mark Colemon
Senior ~u,ird Ch:mcll Washington drhes past od1'4'cnder in the Lady Bison's
~anM?-agaimt lhl' Uni\crsity or:\laf)land I~ "eek-

Minority Enrollment Shows Stagnation Since 1970s
By RACHEL NA\\1
1be Daily Pennsylvanian
(U-Wire) Nearly ono.third of Penn·s
undergraduate S111de111S are minoritiesabout 20 percent are Asi3"( 6 percent
African Americanand4perc~nt Latino.
according to the Univcrsiry Registrar.
Considering that Linle more than 30
years ago the minority population at the
UniversitybarclyexiStedatall. Penn has
clearly come a long way since the mid•
1960s. when it first began actively
recruiting minority SllldenlS.

However.since the 1970s. the numbers
of African-American and Latino Mu•
denis on campus have b<>en st.\gn.uu.
Seven percem of this ye.tr', freshman
class is African American.
In 1969. 8 pcrcem of die freshman
class was African American.
And this year's entering frcshmM
class was 7 percent l..11ino. while the
group makes up roughly 12 percent of
the national population.
Initially. Penn·s minority recruitment
effons were fairly effective.

Between 1965and 1969.dlefreshman
classes wem from being I percent
African American to 8 pcrcen1.
And the numbers of Asian-American
and L:,tinostudenis began growing fair•
ly rapidly in the mid-1970s.
In the early 1970.,, thcn-Din.'Clor of
Admissions James Nolan stared that the
Univer<ity had the objective ofincreasing
the percentage of black students to match
that of die national black population.
And while Penn administmlors say
they remain conm1i11ed to increa.~ing

denr, choose to unend schools that offer
more aid.
"A, a consequence of this. we lose a
lot ofqu.~ified ... -.iudent,s,.. History Profes..-.or Robcn Engs said.
In 1996. University President Judith
Rodin unveiled a plan allocating S5 million 10 ~Lse the number of underreJ>resented minority studentS and foculty al
Penn. A commitment wa~ also made to
raise an addition.'11 S20 million for tl1is
cause; that fundraising is srill WJCleiwjy.
Otlicials,,,1id someofthm funding has

diversity on campus, linle has changed
since then.
1be obvio11, question, then, is why.
A host of fuctor.< can be cited to help
explain why blacks and Lari nos remain
underrepre...cnted ar Penn.
Administmtors said Ihm there is ju,t a
limited pool of qualified minorities out
there and all top schools recruit them.
With this situation. Penn's financial aid
practices put Penn al a disadvantage.
Bec.111~ Penn offers aid primarily in
the form of loans, many minority Stu•
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gone into scholarships and fellowships.
as well a~ faculty recruitment.
But with the five years allllO'>t up. the
minority student and faculty populations have nOI significantly changed.
Still. while some say Penn's number.;
could use a boost. the University falls
about in the middle of ilS peer.< with
regard 10 minority statistics.
In 1997, Ivy League schools had ru1
average of 6.5 percent African-American srudenis and 5.5 percent Latinos in
their student populations.
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The Rule of Law: Supreme Solipsism

y

he Supreme Court is set to rule on a paladin of State's Rights, yet has taken
the Floridian fiasco. That the a case to the Court, the bastion of FedSupreme Court placed the case on eral Power, the Saint of Judicial Review
its docket is not in question: the issue is and Federal Supremacy, the Last Word
pressing, for it pours salt on a wound in on the Law, in violation of the precepts
our political body, and the Coort most upon which he ran and, supposedly, won.
likely has an agenda to express, rule of While Gore may rape the case to fashion
law to lay down, like the People's Elbow himself a midnight victory; while the
during WWF Smackdown. Gore or Clin- Court may pimp the case in order to slap
ton will be here today, at Chapel on Fri- down legal precedents that are political
day, as today the Supreme Court opens in nature; while Bush may have been
its wings to the winds of dispute. Bush hasty in declaring anything, especially
has already declared himself President, verbs, the view of the Editorial Board is
although the rule of law has not yet been that the case should not exist at all.The
handed down. In the present situation, it case exists because Bush violated his
is the opinion of the Editorial Board that own views of state's rights, seeking to
the case is superfluous and disingenous, force a win. We hope, that with this seed
brought before the Court under the worst of unmitigated self-interest, the fruits of
cirumstances, with the worst intentions the suit are not selfish as well, with
had by Bush. It figures
prominently Gore's superlitigious superciliousness,
in the paradox of Bushie politics that he or with the Supreme Court's sense of
is a Republican, fearful of Big Brother, political expediency or advantage.

T
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We Avoided it This Time
he Tuition Rates and Review last five tuition increases.
Committee made the right deci- The committee did however, vote to
sion Wednesday when they voted push the issues of raising the tuition for
, not to increase undergraduate tuition by the School of Law, Medical School,
, 3 percent. They were correct in every way Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
not to push for the Board of Tn1stees to and the School of Dentistry. We do not
· ponder making the undergraduate stu- agree with such recommendations.
· dents of Howard University pay any- .For the most part, student leaders did
more money to attend school here.
their part to plead the case of the thouThe Hilltop echoes the voices of many sands of students who can· no longer
. students by saying that the student body afford to pay at an increased rate to attend
cannot afford to pay increased tuition Howard. Seeing how, the vote was almost
costs and the University should find other a tie over those wishing to increase tuiton
. ways to build capital for the school. The and those opposed, it is apparent that the
Hilltop also echoes students concerns by,....,students will need more people to fight
saying that the University has not shown·'" •for them behind closed doors.
what they did with money raised from the

T

If It Reeks, It Must Be Sports

T

he smell of defeat hangs heavy man, the Wildcats gained 422 yards
over Greene Stadium and its pun- because our defense again failed to do its
gent, putrid smell has settled in job.
the offices of the this year's football staff.
The question now is, should the cuts
With a 3-8 record, the lackluster staff has reach even deeper into the coaching
led the tea1n to its second consecutiv.e los- cache? It is
evident that the Univering season.
sity isn't afraid of firing its top coaches.
UniversiAfter the team's 1997 Heritage Bowl In two short years the
berth, the football program has been on ty let go two basketball head coaches and
the slow and steady decline. Last year the restructured the coaching staffs of variteam finished with a disheartening 5 wins ous other sports. We would not be surand 6 losses. Perhaps to counter the prised if the University finds a creative
slump, the University chose not to renew way to finagle its way out of Steve Wilthe contracts of three of the team's son's contract as well. It may be wise to
defensive coaches. The action was not note here that Wilson has beaded the
only necessary, but overdue. Game after team for 12 years. Has he grown too
game, the team's defense has given up comfortable with his job?
valuable yardage. In the final game of the
In the early 90s, the team took home
season against Delaware State the three back to back Mid-Eastern Athletic
defense gave up 567 total yards. The Conference championships. We hope
Hornets also converted on nine third- that the team and the staff, changes and
downs compared to four by Howard. a!J, works bard in the off-season to return
When the Bison played Bethune-Cook- the Bison to those days of glory.

What's Your Opinion?

W

e encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Tell us what you 1hink about the pape~ and i1s
con1ents. We strive to produce a quali1y weekly with news ~ages that arc devoid of slan1 or personal
bia~. Please address allleners or comments to The Hilhop, 2251 Sherman Ave .. NW. Washington
DC. 20001. You can also e•mail us at 1hehilltop(S)bo1mail.com
The Hilltop. Be Heard.
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The Verisimilitude of Voice or the Vapidity of Voting
TODDKLIMAN
I :30p.m. ln,ide Takoma Park Middle
School. Alnrmc<l by !he absence of lhe
reassuringly archaic vo1ing boo1h lever. cur1ain and all.The booth of yore.
The boo1h 1ha1 gives voting i1s distinc1ive chamc1cr of mys1ery and graviiy.
The boolh whose very boo1hness I have
come 10 associaic wi1.h going 10 lhe
polls. ..Oh. we don ·1 have !hose anymore. sir;· 1he polling official. an energe1ic older woman. explains. Sianding
ai one of 1wen1y s1alls equipped to
process my voie. I punch my ballot card
du1ifully. Deprived of lhal visceral. old
school momenl - lhal momem when,
af1er all the selec1ions have been made.

I puU back tl1e lever lha1 simulianeously sends my choices in1olhe in1emal regis1er and peels back tlie curtain. Somelhing is missing. The drama. The !healer
of i1 all.
I:47 p.m. Drivingeas1 on 1helleltway.
lisiening 10 WTOP. Tumou1 is heavy. !he
slation repor1S. Ye.'lh? Since when have
lhey ever repor1ed a lighl 1umou1? The
amlies of alann are already ai work. The
almos1 palpable sense of change, of
vague forces being loosed. The notion
lha1 001 only will 1he balance of power
be shifting. bu1 1ha1 lhe fa1e of lhe rest
of1he world is 10 be de1emlined by lhe
e1•e111s of a single day is s1aggering.

2:03 p.m. Channel surfing in lhe car.
I should know belier than 10 pay anen•
tion101hesoundbi1es m.,1 proliferate all
over lhc dial, bu1 I can·1help myself. The
need 10 know wha1 is happening righl
now. as if. five hours before lhe polls
have closed. i1 is possible 10 know anylhing. Gore may have been a personal
disappoin1mem. bu1 ai lhe momen1 Ihm
h:udly manen;. bec.~use the ghosts ofmy
Democratic pa.;1 have reasser1ed lhem~ lves in a profound way. Whaiever
ap:,lhy gripped me for lhe pa.11 several
months is gone. Suddenly I care. Suddenly I have a rooting in1ere.,1. Sudden•
ly il's us vs. !hem in a way thai i1 was
nol a nierelhree weeks ago. Andjusl as
suddenly: lhe old Democra1ic fear and
insecuri1y surfaces from God only

knows where. The rebinh of lhe beautiful loser. Lislening to Bush proclaim
vic1ory 10 a crowd of cheering suppor1ers, my hean sinks as I begin 10envision
-actually envision: specifically envision
- lhe nexl four yCMS. Anger? Hardly.
Defiance? Never. The beautiful loser
knows Iha! whalevcrdefeai he suff..s he
surely deserves.
3:25: Vertigo Books. College Park.
Re.'ldiog lhe new Saul Bellow biography
by James Atlas. Haven'! broughl myself
10 pat1 wilh lhe lhiny-five bucks ye1. So
every few days or so I pick i1up in 1he
s1ores and begin again where I left off.
Bellow. Jlhink. knew precisely whm 10
make of days like !his. Knew precisely
whai a screwball comedy America is
and was - screwball comedy mas-

quemding as serious drama Or. as lhe
mas1er called i1, ·'the moronic inferno..
- which is only lhe mosl perfecl phrase
r ve ever he.'\rd 10 describe ou.r national
character. On lhe ,vay 0111, ooe of lhc
clerks poinls 10 my .. I \lole(f · sticker, and
for a monienl I'm almos1 embarrassed
10 admi1 lha1 rd ac1ually slapped 1hm
lhing on•o my jacke1 a.~ I left lhe polls
!his moming. Embarrassed by my own
earnestness. The notion lha1 she mighl
hi1 me up for some vo1er pmicipation
sur.'Cy or uy 10 engage nie in a discussion of lhe candida1es leaves nie feeling
uneasy... You keep Iha~.. she says. ''you
can gel yourself a free burri10 a couple
of doors down."
7:00 p.m. An election nigh1par1y wilh
a couple of friends. On 1he way over. I

again lis1en 10 lhal sound bile of Bush
proclaiming vic1ory- for lhe third tinie
1oday. Or is ii the four1h? Gore. by contrasl, sounds slriden1. bauered, defea1ed.
No sooner have I :;al down lhan I immediaiely declare lhe election over-10 my
ho;,!'scon,iuemble dismay. "Come on,"
she says. wilh false cheer...Have sonie
failh ... As lhe electoral voies siream in
and lhe map shows more red lhan blue,
I lel e,,eryone know lha1 I'm accepting
beis as 10 whelher Gore will break
Carter's record of earlies1 concession
speech in elec1ion nigh1 his1ory. I don·1
SUly long.
Todd K/iman is a leclllfl'r in the
Deparrme1110]£11ghsh.

The Lesson of
Buchanan
MARK HARRIS, JR.

P

a1rick J. Buchanan, 1he Reform Par1y nominee for Presiden1
in lhe year 2000. doesn·1 unders1and how in lhe world he
go1 the number of vo1es he did in Broward Coun1y, Some1hing is fishy 10 him because people vo1ed for him, He doesn·11hink
people in1ended 10 vo1e for him. Whal in 1he world?! He doesn·1
wam 1he voles he gol in Florida'? Whni gives?
Could ii be 1ha1 Pal Buchanan has principles? Sure. all of us know
him as lhe personifica1ion of1he evil righ1-winger. racis1. an1i-free
lrade. an1i-immigra1ion. an1i -any1hing 1ha1 erodes 1he dominaiion
of 1he while male power s1ruc1Ure. He is 1he defini1ion of a conserva1ive, bu1 he agrees wi1h Al Gore? Something does indeed smell
bad in Florida when such a man can come over 1he Force.
Or is i11hn11he Force has always been wi1h him? Could i1 be 1ha1
under all 1hose baldly racis1 1endencies. 1ha1 Buchanan is a man of
honor. a man of principle'' Buchanan claims 1hat he loves 1his country and all 1ha1 i1 .iands for - principles of democracy. free associa1ion, free speech, owning guns. you 1hink i1 and he's for ii. He
probably even likes minorilies as long as 1here aren'I a whole 101
ofus.
Why am I defending Pal Buchanan? rm no1. Personally, I find
him
abhorren1. Ye1 la1ely. I begin 10 sec 1ha1 he lef1 his pany: no1
because
they wouldn ·1 nomina1e him for presideni. bu1 because 1he Republican Pany no longer ,1ands on any principle 01her than bald opposition 10.the Democratic Par1y.
Thafs not lhe way 10 run an ideological movemem. I'm sure. S1ill.
1ha1 is apparen1 ly whai 1hc Republicans are de1em1incd 1odo. They
have discarded s1a1e·s righ1s.1he bedrock of !heir linle movcmen1.
because 1hey s1and in 1he way of their elecling 1he bigges1 yes-man
in lhe his1ory of nalional poli1ics 101he White House. And 1hey are
couching ii all in high-sounding cons1i1u1iona l rhemric. II is sick
10 w,11ch Senale Majori1y Leader Trent Lou (R-Miss.) accuse the '
Florida coun of disregarding ..,he mosl fundamcnial principles of
our democracy.. because Ihey decided 10 allow a rccoun1 in a Oawe9
clcc1ion. 11 is sickening 10 wnich Secreiary of Srn1e Ka1hcrine Hafris conlort herself any which way she can 10 hand 1he elec1 ion' to
1he man whose campaign she was co-chair of. and lry 10 make i1
seem 1ha1 she is upholding the law.
The Republicans accuse 1he Dcmocra1s of Oaunung 1he law and
being panisan. 11 is 1he same bizarre s111n1 1ha1 Bush pulled wi1h
lhe debaics: do some1hing and 1hen accuse your oppone'n1 of doing
ii. Allhough. apparen1ly. a significan1 ponion of 1he American elec1ora1e is. indeed. Slllpid or a1 leas1 careless (I give up trying 10 defend
lhe 49 millions who voled for Bu;h and Nader. or the 50 millions
who didn·1 vole). no one wi1h half a brain is falling for 1his sub•
lerfuge. Now 1he Republican House (arguably 1he mos1blindly parlisan group of idio1s in lhe known univer~c) is vowing no1 10 seal
lhe Florida clec1ors if they are prepared 10 vole forGore. Do 1hey
honeslly believe people will ,ii by and lei 1hat happen'/
Howard fami ly, Gore will probably lose 1his elec1ion because of
Republican sub1erfugc. They are going 10 , 1op a1 nolhing 10 s1eal
lhis elec1ion from a man 1ha1 mosl block peo1>lc don·1 even really
care for (a1 leas1 no1 as much as we dislike Bush). The queslion is.
ar ewe as young people going 10 lei such a debacle occur?
I primed an edi1orial las1year saying lhal 1he 1imc mighl soon come
for us 10 lake up arms IO defend our righ1s as Americans. The more
brazen lhe Republicans arc in siealing 1his elec1ion in order 10 pursue !heir sick aims. lhe more Ihm 1he federal governmen1 imervencs
in ,10 explici1ly local process in order 1ha11heir choice, and no11he
choice of 1he people of Florida or ,my slate for 1ha1 ma11er.1he quicker lhc lime approaches 1ha1 we will have to defend our libeny from
1he excess of 1ha1 naiional body.
Buchanan may not like me. bu1 I 1hink. on lhb poin1. he may find
ii impossible 10 disagree wi1h me.
Mark Htirris is" junior political science major.
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Hatred, Head, and Heads of State
The restlessness of the American polity is by 110 means a vice; its fickleness is inherent in its fi111ctio11ality; its crrtdeness is concurrent with its competence; its idiocy is the ignition ro its motor. So: The fatal flaw of our respresematfre republic is it.s restraim.
-Me
I

MICHAEL WINFIELD

0

ne re,1rain1 m panicular 1ha1 peeve, me is
wha1ewr-amendmen1-i1-wa.~. 1he ump1een1h
amenedmen1. 1ha1 made more than 1wo Presidential 1erms uncons1i1u1ional. Firs! of all. FDR was a
greai President If we could have run him a fifth 1erm.
a sixlh 1erm. he'd be our Presidenl 1oday. All 1he following Presiden1, . save Clin1on, have merely 1inkered
wilh his 1ools and machinery. Clinlon. 1ruly. has been
1he nexl FDR. Now. could we nm him a 1hird 1em1. a
founh 1em1. he·d be our Presidem un1il. well. un1il
ano1her candida1e wi1h large enough 1es1icles 10 comprehend cohesive deci"on ml\king skills and cohere the
common man into a concened vision of 1omorrow

surged 101he forefron1 of politics. (Which is nc110 say
a ,voman could 1101 do so. bu1 honeMly. , he'd require
a surroga1e for lesticles, like a 1i1anic can1paign warches1.) And Ihm seems righ110 me. A President who runs
1he counuy well should no1 cede power if his vision is
comprehensive and the pubUc is behind him. While 1he
legislative body should by na111re change, and by naiure
is com1p1if ii does not change. !he executive body oeed
not change e,•ery four years m1y more lhan 1he judicial
bmnch need change every four years. If 1he poli1ical
machine is rusty and corrup1. i1 is 1he faull of 1he legisla1ivc body. If 1he democracy is alive and well. 1hen
1he legisla1ors should be in and oul of Congrc.,, like
change in a slo1machi,ie over time. And if tlte vision
of lhe democracy is secure. 1hen 1he Presidem is 1he
same. Securi1y comes from 1radi1ion. 1his is 1he mnh
of all govemmenls. Tiiere are dic1a1orships 1ha1 are
secure and prosperous. and democracies lhal are secure
and propserous-in foci. 1he only govemmenls in 1urmoil are govemmenls in 1ransi1ion. II is change 1ha1

few days ago I was involved in
conversmion with a young
lady aboul lhe sm1c1ure of
racism. This s1a11ed me thinking abou1
1he w·dy racism is propaga1ed. In my
mind. r:icism is more of a poli1ical and
economic infras1ructure lhan a mere
social dislike of another race. A major
fallacy in lhoughl concerning lhe racial
problem is 1he common belief lhal lhe
prejudice 1oward African-Aniericans is
based in any way in social or genelic
realiiy. To accura1ely analyze racis1s and
racism one must unders1and 1ha1 the
decision 10 enslave Africans was purely an econornic decision.
During 1he 161h cemury. i1 became
apparen1 lha1 lhe native inl1abiian1s of lhe
Aniericas were nol going 10 survive lhe
1oil neces.<;ary for lhe ruling classes 10
realize a pro61. The mylhology used 10
justify lhe enslavemenl of millions of
people was purely arbilmry and rela1ed
to lhe religious mores oflhe period. The
legend of Ham and the ..Christian.. rnission were both tools 10 hide 1he base
fimmcial mo1ives of slaveholders. II has
been said by his1orians lhai lhe indus1rial expansion of Europe could no1 have
been possible wi1hou1 1he African slave
1rade. 11le money cremed by 1he slave
1rade and the mercan1ilis1 pmclices
employed !herein fueled lhe growlh of

A

brings wi1h ii insecuri1y. paranoia, xenophobia. violence. and fac1ions. This is not 10 propose conserva1hm:
the slalus quo is no1 ko,her wilh anyone sensical. Bui
1here mu,i be sonie ,ense of balance in 1hc :.y,1cm 10
gird ils 1ransi1ory periods. which is why CongTC->S· elections are s1aggered. for example. A leader with vision.
wilh focus. wi1h ideas should no1 be abandoned. as we
can see from our presen1 elec1oral pudding: Climon
should have run. won. and slill si1 in 1he Oval Office
until 2004. 2008.
Bui 1his is fanmsy. Clin1on will shonly leave 1he Oval
Office. and go on 10 head Dreamwor1" .t, a media
mogul, or some1hing similarly pe<le,lrian. ln,1ead. we
have a coali1ion govemmenl promised by Bush. the
apparem vic1or. and legal banles pooped on the public
by Gore, the loser. who remains 1he loser even if he did
in fac1 win. Bu<h promise.~ bipar1isanship (which he
called ..bisexuali1y.. by accidem a1 le,1s1 thrice). and
offers eye candy for 1he melanin-blessed: Colin Powell .ts secre1ary of s1a1e. Clarence Thomas.ts Chief Justice of tlie Supreme Cour1. and other black people doing
official du1ies of the nation. And 1ha1·s grea1. Bil1 1he
re.1I problem wi1h all of this is none of those people are
as Black asBill Clin1on. rm sure Colin Powell has lived
the Black experience-in fac1. i1 says so in his book. a
bes1scller. Bui he is nm Black. Clarence Thomas. like
Earl Warren, appoin1ed by Eisenhower (who Bush
evokes). may nip. and become libeml when Chief Juslice. Hugo Black. a Supreme Coun Chief Justice, was
a former KKK member. and turned ou1 10 one of 1he
mosl liberal Chiefs on lhe cour1. II happens all 1he 1ime.
Bui Clarence. as much as he rnlks abou1 pubic hair. is
001 Black. Bill CUn1on is Black. no1 because he plays

the saxophone. receives head, and lies (and how are
1hesc raci,~ lraih. anyhow?). bu1because rich Republicans ha1e him wilh a passion. II is haired by !hose who
suppor11he ,1aus quo. who suppor1 the enigma of staie·s
righi, and championed 1he defunc1 Con1rnc1 Wi1h
America. 1ha1 made Clinlon Black. And ii was this ,1a1us a.s a manyr which allowed him 10 presenl the world
wi1h a vision. People lislen 10 you when you become
a manyr. h happens all lhe lime. So whal was really
mis,ing from this elec1ion. bemg 1ha1 Clinlon wa., no1
running ...w:1s martyrdom, or ils prerequi,ile: haired.
Nol enough haired resona1ed in 1hh campaign. The
res1rain1. ullima1ely. of 1he people. and no1 of the govemmen1. iswha1 ruinedtlliselec1ion. Youcouldn'1 really hale Gore. because he 1ried so hard. or Lieberman.
because he was a Jew. or Bush. because he wa, ..compassiona1e: · or Cheney. because his hean migh1 give
out Whm ullima1ely killed lh.is election was i1s gen1lemanly conduct And now. ,ve ha,,e a na1ion lha1 needs
10 be healed and unified.Ugh. The only lhing 1ha1 can
save 1his idio1ic display of democracy is 1yranny.Wha1
ever happened 10 di...igreemenlS leading 10 Civil Wars?
We need dea1h. dcs1ruc1ion. some lynchings or somelhing. I hope 1hc Supreme Coun rules 1ha1 both candida1es have 10 slug i1 ou1 in a death ma1ch. with William
Sha1ner as 1he referee (he needs 1he money and nalional exposure). Wha1 humanity lhrives off of is sex and
dealh. in 1ha1 order (unless you're a necrophiliac). and
the lension in berween. and Ihm is wha1 was missing
from lhe elec1ion-1hm is whal is killing our greal counuy...manners.
Michael 1Vi11field is a juniar political science major
and &litorials editorfor tire HilltO(I.

Fighting Whitey 101
DANE BAILEY
Europe. Europeans 1raded rela1ively
cheap produm 10 Africans and received
gold mid olher solid fom1s of currency
in return. Mercan1ilis1 philosophy led
Europeans 10 wres1 control of more
colonies in Africa in order 10 creme
markc1s for !heir produc1s. The parallel
is impossible 10 ignore. African 1oday
exis1 in 1his country as a markel for
American indus1ries. The economic
power that lhe communiiy holds is funneled from posi1ive use 01110 lhe income
s1a1emems of large corporations. How
many of lhe oslensibly ..black-owned..
businesses ac1ually have while majorily
shareholders?
Howe,•er. this is supposed 10 be an
essay on why lhe bes1way 10 SI0p police
bru1ah1y, racial profiling in all ils guises and 01her racis1 prac1ices is 10 amass
sufficiem economic and political power.
11 would be kind of hard 10 maimain lhe
s1ereo1ype of Blacks as lazy and shif1less
if !hey had 1heir own economic and
poli1ical base. There·s a good re.,son
why kike, dago. wop and Mick have by
and large disappeared from the Ian-

guage. Ano1her fallacy is 1ha1 while people are a homogenous group who 1rea1
each 01her well 10 1he exclusion of
Blacks and 01her minorities. In 1ru1h
!here are divisions be1ween while people and !hey have their own prejudices
1owards each 01her. In fact. 1he e1hnic
group lha1 we refer 10 as While people
does nol exist lns1ead. ii may be more
accumte 10 speak of Wasp·s as 1he ruling class. The 0lher European inunigranl
groups have had 1heir own s1ruggle wilh
prejudice. I think i1 would be productive
10 rejec1 the conception of whi1es as a
monolithic elhnic and social class.There
are divisions 1here 1ha1 should be understood.and exploi1ed.
The civil righlS movements re.,ullcd in
cer1ain gains for Blacks in this coun1ry.
The mosl impor1an1 of1hese gains is !he
abilily 10 exercise cenain righls in the
political arena. Blacks should agj1a1e for
legisla1ion dealing wi1h economics
ra1hcr then social equali1y. II is a deception 1ha1 Blacks need 10 have jobs in
while companies in order 10 be successful. Why legisla1e your accep1ance

in lhe business world 1hrouglt affim1a1ive ac1ion when ii is possible 10 , 1an
you own firms? For qui1e a bi1or time
Blacks were 001 in a posi1ion 10 stan
businesses with confidence because of
a lack of legal protec1ion. Now 1ha1 we
are in a posi1ion 10 receive 1his legal pro1ec1ion blacks have no1chosen 10 creme
!heir own businesses. In fac1. segrega1ion forced blacks 10 crea1e their own
economic structure. Black Wall S1ree1
was burned down in the 3o·s and i1
hasn'1 been rebuifl since. Allhough the
capirn l 1ha1 black people have is
increased !here hasn·1 been a corresponding rise in our econornic power
because 1he weallh is dissipaled in useless or negative pursui1s.
African people living in this coumry
are sorely in need of menial libera1ion.
We mus1 free ourselves 1he misconceptions and decep1ions 1ha1 con1inue 10
enslave us. Our values must change and
the nature of our s1ruggle musl change.
The goal is the same bu11he sanie me1hod, may no longer be valuable. Collective economics mus1:.uppl:1111 malerialism. Land over· waiches. s1ocks over
cloihe.~ and useful educmion over cars:
this mus1become our doctrine.
Dane Bailey is 011 Economics major
and Treasurer of the Junior Clo.rs.
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FREE STUDENT TICKETS TODAY @ BLACKBURN 'TIL
AND TOMORROW @ BURR 'TIL GAME TIME
- SEE YOUR HU STUDENT EMAIL ACCOUNT FOR DETAILS

•

vs. Morgan, UMES, Towson, Temple & Penn. State

----• ---A•-..--.

Sat., Dec 2 and Sun., Dec 3
AMF UNIVERSITY LANES @ Riggs Rd. & University Blvd., Hyattsville, MD

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE LADY B S
FOR THEIR WIN
AT THE UNIV. OF COLORADO BASKETBALL CIJ

i)

And Best Wishes to:

WOMr'l'~

~

BASKETBALL @ Hampton U. & Norfolk State

INDOOR TRAC
t

@ the Maryland Invitational & Navy

SWIMMING AND DIVING at the Patriot Invitational
WRESTLING @ Old Dominion U.

HU Bison

Mark Your Calendar ...
MEN'S ASKETBALl vs. Georgetown Univ.
ecember 16 at MCI Ce tP

DMSJON OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

DECEMBER 2000

The Bison saw action in the Red Auerbach Colonial Classic last weekend.
Story on 82

NSfDE

BISON ROUNDUP
A LOOKATTHETOPSl'ORTSNEWS&E\<ENlSATHOWAROANO Tl£WORLD

_j -

I-AA NCAA PLAYOFFS
Fil"$1 Round
Saturday, Nov. 25

i

woruoro K@b/Cl(Y 27 FIQQ(ta A&M 0
Delaware 49 PMl•lnd Slate 14
Hofstra 31 Furman 24
Lebiab 37 Western Illinois 1
Gforgla Soutbftm 42 M<tleesa State 17

An®lachiao Staie 33 Irov Staie 3Q

SATURDAY'S GAMES
Ouane:dlna!3

Saturdav Pee 2

Montana !11·1> Y1 Birhmood (10-2)
Western Kenluckv 01-ll xs AnoalaGhian State (94)
\,oomJa Southern UP:2! d HQl$tca <9-3)
L@
hiab (12~) YS Petnwara 111 -1}

MEAC FINAL STANDINGS
Conf6rence
Florida MM
Scthuoe COOkman
Nonh C.tolina MT

7
6
6
5
5
3
2
2
0

Delaware S1.
Hampton
Howard
Sooth Carolina St.
Nonolk SL
Morgon SL

L
1
2
2

3
3
5
6
6
8

PF

Overall
L
9
3
9
2
8
3
7
4
7
4
3
8
3
8
3
8
1
10

PA w

348 151
265
267
287
281
147
222
110
137
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Bison Football Ends
Season on Low Note
By BRANDON M . BICKERSTAFF

SportsWeek &li1or
Delaware State quarterback
Rahsaan Matthews threw for 267
yards and four touchdowns as
lhe Hornets rolled to a 64-37 vic1ory over the Howard Bison in
! front of 1,057 at Greene Stadium,
With senior quaneroack Bobby
Townsend out with a separated
shoulder, Donald Clark (3 of 11,
60 yards) called lhe signals for
the Bison.
Charles Card put the Bison on
lhe board with a 37-yard field
goa l to give the Bison a 3·0
advantage wilh six minutes left in
the first quarter. It would be the
last tin1e the Bison would lead.
On lhe ensuing drive, junior
running back Maurice Foster
scored from four yards out to
give Delaware State their first
points of the game. Aaron
PhOlo by Dana Bingham
Quinn's extra point placed the
Charles
Card
boots
a
37-yard
field
goal to put the Bison
Hornets in front 7-3 with 3:20
ahead
3-0
early
in
the
first
qunrtec
1be Bison lo.rt to
left in the first quarter.
Delaware
State
64-37
in
the
final
game
of
the season.
On the Hornets· next drive,
Mauhews connected wilh senior
Tommie Mims for his first touchgame on a five-yard run to make it 27-IO, bur
down pass of the day, a wide-open fi,-e-yard
strike with 20 seconds remaining in the first. the Hornets answered wilh a 1wo-ynrd pass
from Mauhews to tight end Corey Hutchins
Quinn's kick made it 14-3, Hornets.
to en<l,lhe first half 34-10.
The Bison offense could not find its rhythm
The second half saw the emergence of
in the first half. gaining just 106 yards and
sophomore Travis Coleman (I 5 of 31, 303
seven first downs. Howard's offensive trouyds, 2 TO. I INT), who replaced Clark as
bles continued when Mike Sanders bobbled
Howard's quarterback. After throwing an
the snap on his own five-yard line during a
interception on bis first attempt, Coleman
Bison punt attempt, forcing an incomplete
went on to engineer a five-play. 61-yard drive
pass on fourth down. Tite Homers capitalized
on the following series capped off by a 17on lhe next play, as Manhews rushed five
yards for lhe touchdown to extend lhe Hor- yard run by freshman running back Jay Colbert for his sole rushing 1ouchdown of lhe day.
nets' lead.
Colbert
also Jed all receivers with JI calcbes
Senior running back Jermaine Hutchinson
See BISON, B2
gave the Bison 1heir first touchdown of lhe

2 MINUTE DRlll
Making Everybody Happy
Having Black Schools play each other
would benefit everybody.
MCCANDIES
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Montana 45 EaSJem HliP9i$ 13
Richmond 10 Y01100$t0YD St 3

Team

We&stwtes
Howard studelllS talk candkb about sex.

138
140

298
240
245
350

209
2!13

PF

PA

439 245
330 168
323 174
380
380
190
308
153
173

378
311
355
~

292
403

SPORTS BRIEFS
CARRUTH ON THE HOT SEAT
CHARLOTTE. N.C. - As his pregnant girlfriend lay wounded, former Carolina Panther receiver, Rae Carruth confessed to planning her shooting and said he wished she would
die, a former girlfriend testified Wednesday. "He said, 'I can't
get in trouble, can l, because I didn't actually pull the trigger?'
," Candace Smith said. "He said police could check his car
and his clothes and not find any gunpowder," Carruth, 26, is
charged with first-degree murder in the Nov. 16, 1999, shooting of Cherica Adams, who was eight months pregnant. Witnesses have testified that Adams was shot as she drove
behind Carruth's car after a movie. One codefendant has testified that Carruth planned the shooting to avoid child-support payments. Smith says Carruth told her that Adams had
refused to have an abortion and that he once talked about
getting someone to hit her to induce a miscarriage, Carruth
has pleaded innocent to the charges.

IVERSON TO SAY I DO
PH ILADELPHIA- Philadelphia 76ers star Allen Iverson plans
to marry Tawanna Turner, his longtime fiancee and the mother of his two children. Iverson let the announcement slip during an interview with reporters after practice Tuesday. He had
been excused from practice to have a wart removed from the
bottom of his left foot. "It's been there for like a month; my
wife thought it was a piece of glass," Iverson said. He offered
no other details on the pending nuptials.

BATTLE IN THE BAYOU
NEW ORLEANS - With seconds left in the game, Edreece
Brown intercepted a two-point conversion pass a nd ran 99
yards to help Southern University hold on to a 33-29 viclory
over Grambling in the 27th Bayou Classic a t the Louisiana
Superdome Saturday. Grambling (9-2, 6-1 in SWAC) got within two points, 31-29, on a 4-yard pass from Randy Hymes lo
Scotty Anderson with seven seconds left, The Tigers lried a
2-point conversion, but Hymes' throw was deflected and inte rcepted by Brown, who ran the length of the field to give South•
ern (6-5, 4-3) the victory. It was the Jaguars' eighth straight
Bayou Classic victory over their rivals.

BISONROUNDUP WAS COMPILED BY JOI RIDLEY

Hello sports fans, this is your boy lydigga again! You know,
lhe guy who went undefeated again the past week wilh my picks,
But once again, I will nor brag about my success, but I will say
lhat I told you so.
I' m really disappointed that the feUas couldo'1puU out anolher viclory, bu1 look on the brigh1 side. The Bison will only lose
six players and will bring some stars back on tha1 defense. That
means you underclassmen and you non-graduating seniors will
see 1he Bison hand out some beatings come next football season. Bolh the men and women looked impressive on the hardwood. It's a possibili1y that you could see... Well, we covered that
in lhe basketball preview.
Getting on 10 my reason for this week's column, when we talk
about football we mus1 calk about the I-AA playoffs. Last season Florida A&M got wilhin 1hree points of going 10 the Nation•
al Championship game. The Aggies of North Carolina A&T
upset the No, I 'Tennessee Stare Tigers in the first rou0d of the
playoffs.
Steve McNair (Houston Titans), Doug Williams (Washington
Redskins), Billy Jenkins (Sr.Louis), and our own Steve Wilson
(Denver Broncos) have all played in Super Bowls. In basketball,
Fang Mitchell coached his Coppin Stare Eagles past SEC champ
South Carolina in lhe first roundoflhe 1997 NCAA Tournament,
giving lhe MEAC its first victory ever in the tournament.
lo 1994, North Carolina A&T gave eventual National Cham•
pion Arkansas all it wanted in the first round before bowing out.
ln 1993, SWAC champ Southern crushed ACC champ Georgia
Tech in the first round.
Black schools ha,-e also come close several other times, with
NC A&T taking No. 13 Syracuse into double ovenime before
falling in 1987. In 19891exas Soulhem almost pulled off a shocker over 61h ranked North Carolina.
On lhe women's side, former Grambling and current Hampton
coach Patricia Bibbs bas 300 victories. Former Howard coach
Sandra lyler has also beaten teams from the Division I powerhouses ACC. Big Ton. and the Big East conferences. Who can
See 2 MINUTES, B2

Football Team Loses Defensive Staff
One Defensive
Coach to Return
Next Season
By BRANDON M. BI CKERSTAFF
Sportsll'eek Editor

Howard Universi1y fired 1hree of i1s defensive
coaches last Tuesday afler the foo1ball team finished 3·8 (3-5, MEAC).
Head Coach Steve Wilson said the contrac1s of
defensive coordinator Luther Palmer, defensive
line coach Dwight Ausbrooks and defensive back
coach Neal Downing would not be renewed by the
Un ivers ity. Wilson said lhat linebackers coach
John McCaskill will re1urn 10 the team next fall ,
and no other changes would be made.

"We just had a disappointing season," Wilson
sa id . "We wanted 10 move in ano1 her direction.
and we just wanted 10 get a different mixture in
here."
The Bison allowed 567 yards 10 Delaware Stale
in 1heir final game of the season, a 64-3 7 Joss at
home. In the previous week, the Bison defense
gave up 422 total yards to the Bethune-Cookman
Wildcats. The Wildcats won that game 35-0, The
Howard defense also gave up 524 yards of offense
against Sou1h Carolina State, including 294 rushing yards. The Bulldogs beat the Bison 38-20 to
end a six game losing streak and gain their second win of the year.
The Bison defense looked promising at times
during the season, bur gave up big plays often
leading 10 momcn1um shifting touchdowns.
• Downing had completed bis third year coaching
the defensive backs. He was a three-year letterman at Dunbar High School in Washington, DC,
and was a three-year s1ar1er at defensive back for

Howard,
"I was surprised because I played for him and
can1e through 1he program," Downing said. ··t was
wi1h him when he won his firs1 championship. I
thought it might be happening, bur I wasn'1 sure."
Ausbrooks came 10 Howard in 1999 after 2 1/2
years at Towson University. He coached at several places. including Georgetown (Ky,) and But•
ler.
Palmer came to Howard from Virginia Union
before the 1999 season after coaching at Norfolk
State, Bethune-Cookman and several other places.
Palmer also played in the NFL wi1h the San
Diego Chargers, New England Patriots, and Pitts•
burgh Steelers.
The Bison will have all l t slarters returning next
year, including MEAC defensive player of the
year Tracy White at linebacker, defensive end Oby
Arah and first-team MEAC pick, former rookie
of the yenr Vonrrae Leng at safety.

Western Kentucky Blanks FAMU
Black College Football.com
In Bowling Green, KY, Weslern Kentucky was in
complete control of everylhing bur the wealher.
Donte Pimpleton came off the bench 10 rush for a
season-high 96 yards and two touchdowns, and
Melvin Wisham added seven tackles and two interceptions to lead the No. 5-seeded Hilhoppers to a 270 victory over I2th-seeded Florida A&M in the first
round of the NCAA I-AA playoffs in the pouring rain
a1 L.T. Smilh S1adium/Jimmy Feix Field.
Wes1ern (1 1-1), which improved to 9-5 all-rime in
posrseason play, will advance 10 the quarterfinals to
face No. 13 seed Appalachian State, a 33-30 upset
winner at Troy State. The game will be played at
Smilh Stadium.
The Rattlers (9·3) lost for the fi.rst time in five games
in dropping its firs! opening-round game of the playoffs since 1997, It was the firs1 meeting between the
two schools.
"I can't lell you how proud I am of this foo1ball 1eam,
and I emphasize team," said WKU head coach Jack
Harbaugh. "Our offense, defense and special teams
all worked together today. In the first quarter, our
offense ser the tone for the game, and our defense
dominated throughout."
Weslern received the opening kickoff and marched
76 yards in 17 plays, earing up over nine minu1es of
1he clock before Peter Martinez ga,-e the Toppers a
3-0 lead a15:47 with a 21-yard field goal. Aflerlhe

Hilltopper defense held the Ratllers to j ust one first
down in their first two possessions, Pimplelon came
off the bench to relieve Jason Johnson, who suffered
a mild concussion afler gaining 95 yards on 16 carries in Western's first two drives. He promplly led the
Hilltoppers to lheir firsi touchdown, capping a sixplay. 68-yard drive with a 41-yard scoring run with
I 0:35 left in the first half.
A minute later, after WKU held on a 3-and-oul,
Pinipleton ran left, broke back to die middle and meed
to the right corner of the end zone from 41 yards out
to push the lead to 17-0. That's when the Topper
defense rook over.
Mel Mitchell intercepted Quinn Gray's pass al the
WKU-41 to end the Ranlers' ensuing drive. FAMU
forced an Alan Ogletree punt, but Wisham picked off
Gray at midfield to give the Hilltoppers possession
at the FA MU-35 with less than five mjnutes to go in
lhe second quarter. That drive scalled as well, so
Wisham rook matters in10 his own hands on FAMU's
next drive- he in1ercep1ed Gray again, this lime at
the FAM U-25, and returned it for a touchdown to give
WKU a 24-0 advantage wilh I :0 I remaining.
Martinez added a 22-yard field goal on the Toppers'
first possession of the second half for the final margin of victory.
WKU limited the Rattlers 10 jusl IO first downs and
135 yards of total offense in recording its second consecutive shutout and fourth of the season- the most
by ll1e Hillloppers since the 1973 team collected four

in advancing to the Division Unational chan1pionship
game. Wisham had se,-en tackles, forced a fumble and
broke up two passes, while Sherrod Coates added
seven stops with two sacks for 18 )'ards. FAMU,
which marched a Western opponent high with six
curnovers, did not have positive rushing ya,rdage
until the fourth quaner, when the game was in band.
The Hillroppers controlled the ball for a season-h.igh42 minutes and 28 seconds. lhe most time of possession in Harbaugh's 12 years on the Hill - the previous best of 42 minute and 26 seconds was set
againsl Troy Stare on Oct. 29, 1994. The offense collecled 356 yards on the ground, led by Pimpleron.
Johnson added 89 yards, Keilh Brooks 76-lhe most
he ha5 had since injuring bis knee againsl Eastern
Kentucky Oct. 7 - and OeWayne Gallishaw 65 10
pace lhe attack.
A pair of school records were broken by Western
individuals. Bobby Sippio intercepled his 10th pass
of the year in the fourth quar1ei; surpa~sing lhe school
single-season record of nine he shared wilh Mike
McCoy, who accomplished the feat in 1973. Martinez' two field goals gave him 17 on the season.
breaking a lie on the W KU season list wilh Dan
Maher - he also extended his school season points•
by-kicking record to 96, which also is lied for third
on the single-season scoring list.
Gray was limited to 15-of-38 passing wilh four
See PLAYOFFS, 82
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Men's Basketball Falls Short of Victory
George Washington
Slam Bison in Classic

From
From

By B RANDON J\1. 81CKERS'IM'F
Sportsl~ek Editor
The George Washington Colonials hit seven ou1 of their
first eight shots to jump out to an early 17-4 lead in a 11980 victory over the visiting Howard Bison at the Smith Center.
The Bison were banded their third defeat of the season in
as many tries in the first round of the Red Auerbuch Colonial Classic on November 24, while the Colonials improved
their record to 3-0 and advanced to the championship
game against Boston University.
GW entered the game on fire, connecting on four consecutive three-pointers to jump out to a 12-4 lead. Bison
guard Jonathan Stokes later sparked a 7-0 run to make ii
28-21 and bring Howard within seven, but the Bisoncou.ld
not put together a string of b~skets to overcome the early
deficit.
GW's leading scorer SirValiant Brown dropped 20 of his
25 points in the first half to help GW to a 56-43 half-time
lead over the Bison.
Things fell apart for Howard in the second half, as reserve
guard Chris Monroe went on a scoring frenzy, providing
the Colonials with 26 points off the bench, shooting 9-12
from the field. Senior guard Mike King also provided GW
with an offensive lift, scoring 17 of his 24 points in the second half to become the 32nd player in the school's history
to score 1,000 career points.
Patrick Ngongba also had a big game for the Colonials,
killing the Bison on the boards with 14 rebounds to go with
his 12 points. GW out rebounded the Bison 49-25.
The Bison were hampered with foul trouble, as three early
fouls kept guards Ali Abdullah and Reggie Morris limited
to 18 and 15 minutes respectively. Morris scored 13, shoot-

Bison drop. season finale to
De laware State

Photo by Mark Coleman
J onathan Stokes stares down George Washington's
Sir \!lliant in the Bison's 119-80 loss in the first round of
the Red Auerbach Colonial Classic.
mg 5-8 from the field and a perfect 3-3 from three-point
range, before fouling out.
Sophomore guard Jonathan Stokes led all Bison scorers
with 16. Freshman forward Ron Miller chipped in with 12
points. shooting 6-7 from the field.

BISON

for 161 yards and two touchdowns.
After a Delaware Stale field goal. Hu1chinson scored his second touchdown
of the night, carrying three defenders for the four-yard score. Card's kick made
it 37-24 with 5:54 remaining in the third quarter.
Despite the rejuvenation of the Bison offense, the defense just cm:ld not find
an rmswer for the Delaware State anack. King c.tpped off an eight-play, 87yard drive with his second touchdown on the day, making it 44-24, Hornets.
The Bison were not finished, however. A 68-yard kickoff return by Jona1han
Brewer, plus a 15-yard personal foul penalty on the Hornets placed the Bison
at Delaware State's nine-yard line. The Bison were unable to convert and turned
the ball over on downs after gaining just 1wo yards.
· The Hornets scored three touchdowns in the fourth quarter to put 1he game
out of reach for the Bi,on. including a 51-yard kick return by Darnerian
McCants.
For some Bison. 1he loss was a biuersweet one.
"(My performance) wasn't good enough because we didn't come out on top."
said Coleman. "The bright side of it all is that I got game experience."
"At half-time Coach (Steve Wilson) said we were laying down waiting for
Thanksgiving;· Colbert said. "He told us we had to play every down like it
was our last down."
For Bison seniors. every down could have been their last down as Howard
players.
"\Ve went into the locker room down. so we had to come out (in the second
half) and make a statement," said Hutchinson.

By BRANDON M. BtCKERSl'Al'F
SportsWeek Editor

The Howard University Bison, coming off of a I 1980 loss to George Washington. sought their first win of
the season in the consolation game of the Red Auerbach
Colonial Classic against Quinnipiac. Quinnipiac·s Collin
Charles had other plans. however. as the Bison were
fourth respectively. Adekye-Adeyoin also finished second
handed their fourth loss of the season. 93-86 at the Smith
in the I00-yard freestyle with a time of 50.23 seconds.
Center. Charles led all scorers with 24 points.
Diver Darcy Crute: competing in his first meet of the seaIn a game hampered by fouls. both teams struggled to
son after recovering from a knee injury, placed second in
gain an offensi,,e edge early keeping the deficit for either
his event.
team within three the entire first half The half also saw
The Lady Sharks finished first in the medley relay with a
the lead change hands 10 times. a~ well as nine tie,.
time of four minutes, 17.7 seconds. The team consisted of
As in the previous night's game against George WashCasilda Troucr, Miriam Lynch. Jilandre Atkinson. and
ington.
where the Colonial& used a 13-3 run to put the
Ngozi Monu. Sophomore Miriam Lynch finished firs1 in
Bison
away.
the second half spelled 1rouble for Howard.
the 200-yard individual medley with a time of two minutes.
After a free throw by freshman Ronald Miller gave the
13.6 seconds.
Bison a one-point lead, Quinnipiac outscored the Bison
'lroner also l'inished the 200-yard b11<:ks1roke in two min•
utes, 15.24 seconds 10 earn a first place finish.
Seniors Nicola Fenty, Janique Rickeus. and Monu also
gave impressive shows. Monu finished second in the 50yard freestyle with a time of 55.33, while Fenty finished
second in the 200-yard backstroke and brea,1,troke .
The Sharks travel 10 George Mason University thb week•
end to compete in the Patriot Invitational in Fairfax, VA.

By CAMILLt M. H ARVtY
Assistant Sports\\l>ek Editor
While some students .were putting the finishing iouches
on their Thanksgiving plans. the Sharks and Lady Sharks
competed in their last home meet of the semester against
the University of Maryland, Baltimore County on Friday,
November 17. The men fell 148-57, while the women were
defeated 115-87.
The men's 400-yard medley relay team, which consisted
of co-captain Doug Harris, Charles Washington, Olufoloban (Lubo) Oluwole and Afalabi Adekye-Adeyoin, placed
second with a time of 3:47 .91.
Members of the relay team also gave strong individual performances. Sophomore Nuri Latham finished first in the 50yard freestyle, followed by Oluwole who finished second.
Washington also turned in a strong performance, finishing second in the 200-yard freestyle.
The team also recei\,ed excellent efforts from Salim King
and James Greer in the distance events. finishing third and

A B_lack college playoff makes everyone happy
2 MINUTES

forget two legendary coaches: Winston-Salem
State's "Bighouse" Gaines (Basketball) and Grambling's
Eddie Robinson (Football)?
You're asking, "Why is he rambling about grea1accomplishments of Historically Black Colleges and Universities?" My question to you is, "How many of these
schools have you seen celebrate a National Title." I mean,
Florida A&M won the first ever I-AA football playoff in
1978, but that is about as much as I know.
My point is this, we send teams to the NCAA IQ\l?f
ment and playoffs, and every year we get beaten. The
crazy thing about it, we don't get beaten because we were
bad, we get beaten because the odds are stacked against
us. Heck, sometimes we don't even get invited to these
dances.
Case in point, in I 996 a Howard Bison team behind
quarterback Jay Walker finished 11-0 and won the MEAC
championship. Do you know the award that they got? A
first trip to the boon docks of West Virginia to face the
Thundering Herd of Marshall. The Bison played tough,
but were knocked off 28- 14. Now. if that was a Georgetown Hoya team that went 11-0, they would have played
at home and against an opponent that wouldn't give them
problems. In I 996, Howard went bac(I up 10 Marshall and
played a great Marshall team close before falling. That
Marshall team went on to win a national title easily.
The Bison wound up 9-2 and playing in the Heritage
Bowl, which wasn't bad, but the downside is that a rack
of 7-4 teams made the playoffs.
In 1998, FAMU ended up ranked fourth in the country.
but had to travel to cold Western 111inois where they fell
24-21. We're not going to talk about how many times the
SWAC's been hosed out of playoff spots. just to let some
tradilional "NON-HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES" in.
Speaking of being hosed, our Lady Bison know that feeling. In I997 they went undefeated in the MEAC, upset
then ranked Rutgers in New Jersey, and finished 23-5.
Their reward was a first round road game against the Lady
Cardinal of Stanford in Palo Alto, California, a place
where nobody (including the Lakers) wins.
To add insult to injury, the prior year the Lady Bison had
10 travel to Storrs, Connecticut to face UCONN, as well
as traveling to Chapel Hill to face the Lady Thrheels of
North Carolina.

To make mailers worse. Coppin State or South Carolina State can win 40 ball game,. but must still sweat out
the MEAC tournament to get in the Big Dance.
On top of all that. the NCAA has proposed a play-in
game pining the teams from the two worst conferences
to ban le for the final spot. Of course, this wi ll open the
door fora 14-14 Alabama or Michigan team 10 get in. but
who cares? You know good and well that the two conferences will be either t-he MEAC or the SWAC. It seems like
the NCAA doesn't want us 10 be involved. So what are
we todo?
The answer is simple. We can simply play among ourselves. We have a Black National Chan1pionship in football, why not have all the Black schools juM go afterthm
award ,n a playoff. We can have all the Historically Black
schools involved. The NCAA can have their logo on it.
and they can share in the profit.
Everyone would be happy. There would be no more of
the NCA,,;s worrying about what to do with the "coloreds," and no more of HBCU's gening the shaft come
tournament time. Plus, with tmditional rivalries being
restored. Black schools can make a killing. Imagine this
come football playoff time. Grambling meeting Southern
in the Semi-finals, or a Hampton versus Howard Black
National Championship game.
It even works out in basketball, allowing deserving
schools into the tournament instead of fighting and clawing through an unnecessary conference 1ournamen1 for an
NCAA bid.
E\,ery sport can be represented with this system, and we
can get 01her Black schools like Lincoln, Langston
involved as well.
Some people might disagree. saying that our own tournaments would 1ake away money. I vehemently disagree,
based on the fact that some of the above mentioned
names will draw in a truckload of money, not 10 mention
fans and alumni, who are looking for a reason 10 give
money and to show school pride.
I pray that this dream of mine will become a reality and
we can see some good old fashioned Black College Athletics. Wouldn't that be nice?

PLAYOFFS

interceptions,
and he was sacked four times.
Isaac Brown and Jacquay Nun•
nally each had five catches to
lead the Rattlers, though West-.
ern held the All-America~
Nunnally - who entered the;,
conteM with 96 receptions for1
over 1,000 yards - - to just nine
yards. Kendall Johnson had 57
yards rushing on nine carries,'.
" The Hilltoppers were the,
better program today on the
field - they just totally domi:
nated,'' said FAMU headcoacn
Billy Joe. "Let me congratulate
Jack and his players on a job
well done. Good luck to them
on their ride for the national
championship. We're sorry tha~
we were not able to give 1hern'
a belier game."

Bison Edged by Qunnipiac

Sharks Fall to UMBC

From

FAMU blanked
by Western
Kentucky
-

21 -10 to take a 68-58 lead with 7:08 remaining in the
game. The Bison were never able to regroup. trailing by
as much as 12 wi1h 3:36 left 10 play.
"We played belier tonight in spurts:· said Bison Head
Coach Frankie Allen. "We're still not used to doing what
we have to do to win these close ball games. We're still
making mental mistakes."
The los, ex1ends Howard's losing streak 10 21 dating
back to last season. The Bison ha\'C opened the past two
sea.,ons 0-9 and 0-12. respec1i\,ely.
"We're gelling bener," Allen said. "We're gonna struggle until we get that monkey off ()tlf back with this long
lo,ing streak. We just haven't gonen over the hump yet."
Jonathan Stokes led the Bison scorers with 19 points
and 10 rebounds. Ali Abdullah followed with 18 points
and two steals. Sophomore guard Sean Blondell also
contributed. turning in IO points off the bench before
fouling out late in the game.

Gardner Named
MEAC Player of
the Week

Sophomore center Andrea Gardner wa, named
MEAC player of the week. Over the Thanksgiving break. the women's basketball team 1mveled 10 Colorado where they participated in the
Coors Cla"ic. Gardner 101aled 33 points and 29
rebounds during the Clas;ic. She was also
named to the All-Tournament team. Currently.
Gardner i, leading the Lady Bison and the
MEAC in rebounding. averaging 15.3 per game.
She i, also the leading scorer for Howard with
17.0 points per game .
Compiled from Staff Reports
Photo by Mark Coleman

The Final Thought...

Tyrone McCa11dies is a Senior Radio Broadcas1i11g
major from Lt'xi11g1011, Norri, Carolina. He also broadcas1s Bison Baske1ball 011 \VHBC 830/\M.
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@
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Be Heard.' ..

Photo by Dana Bingham

Could it be that members of the SportsWeek staff are not the only ones
disappointed with the Bison football team's performance this season?
Maybe the band has something to say.
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LIFE & STYLES

I.

-Point of View
Good/Bad Hair
By J eNne Clark
When I firs1 arrived al Howard in late August of this year. I was burdened
,vilh many concerns and worries. As a transfer studeni, I knew I would be
facing many challenges such as familiarizing myself with my professors
and advisors. finding my way around D.C. and mosl impor1an1ly. finding
my place al ··1he Mecca." I never knew lhe answer 10 my pending social
problems was sining on lop of my head.
Abou1two years ago, I made 1he decision 10 "go natural" and began
growing the chemicals out of my hair. For 1he past year or so, I've sponed
typical and some no1-so-1ypical natural hairs1yles. I felt that my natural hair
provided me wi1h an extra boost 10 my already well-rounded personali1y.
With a few accessories, I was quickly labeled as a soul sis1er. With 1ha1
title also came a subs1an1ial a mo uni of "soul sister" and "soul brother•·
friends, who welcomed me wi1h open arms during my first few weeks at
Howard. I also formed friendships with 01hers, bu1 I always knew that no
maner what happened with those straight-haired folks, I would always
have the support of my nappy-headed friends. Or so I I have this 1endency
ro comple1ely change my hairs1yle about every two weeks. So as I con1empla1ed on whe1her 10 do the basic two-strand 1wis1 or 10 get my girl 10 cornrow some unique design inio my hair, a foreign though1 came to mind.
Why not press your hair? II had been monlhs since I pressed my hair, and I
was curious to see how close to my shoulder ii had grown. So I called a
friend. and 1wo nights laier four 01her female s1uden1s sat around and
watched as my friend applied the blow dryer and hot comb to my 1igh1
curls. In a maner of hours I weni from soul sis1er 10 mainstream female.
Then came the almos1-ignoran1 commen1s. "I never knew your hair was
so long." some said. "Why don·1 you keep your hair like tha1?"
For the nex1 two weeks I was as1ounded by the reac1ion of my fellow
young scholars. People 1hat I usually passed each day now 1hough1 me
wonhy of a gree1ing. I made more friends and hung oul wilh more people
in those two weeks lhan I had all semesler. And for some reason. shoulderleng1h s1raight hair mus1 be sexier than two-strand 1wis1s. because I got
more smiles and winks and sexual slurs from the bro1hers on campus during 1ha1 time.
I was used 10 the remarks from people who hadn'1 experienced the joy of
ruuural hair. Bui I wasn't prepared for 1he comple1e change in anitude from
my soul sister friends. I don'1 know if i1 was 1ha1 1hey didn'1 recognize me,
or if they just didn'I want to acknowledge my presence anymore. bu1 many
of 1hem ignored and avoided me during tha1 1ime. The ones who chose to
ac1ually speak only did so to find 0111 wbe1her or no1 I had chemically
relaxed my hair.
I wasn·1exac1ly offended by any of this jus1 a Lit1le surprised. Bui in reality, I probably shouldn't have been. As young African-Americans we still
suffer from wha1 I call Good hair/Bad hair Syndrome. For all those who
still believe 1he lie 1ha1 the straigh1er your hair is. the bener. 1his is especially for you. THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS GOOD AND BAD HAIR.
My natural hair is no1 silky and curly and I can't exac1ly jusl wash ii and
go. Bui it's s1iU good hair. It is good because ii is a pari of 1he beau1y 1hai
God blessed me with. I was very disappoinled that a person's opinion of
me was solely based upon the texlure of my hair for lhe week. When will
we learn to genuinely appreciale the differences lhal come with our diver~ity as African-Americans'/ Are we 100 superficial 10 recognize beauty in
all forms?
I guess so. II makes me wonder what would happen if I made my skin
ligh1er for IWO weeks. Something 10 think about.

The Way I Am
By Sharia Davis and Nick Doddson
Hilltop Slaff Wrilers
Eminem·s controversial lyrics has been a hol 1opic al Howard Universi1y.
with a majorily of studenls saying he is successful because he is while.
"I think some of the songs he gets played on the radio are on lhe air
because he is while," said 20-year-old Dess Dossous wi1h a shrug and a
laugh. Regional Manager al Eargasm music s1ore. John Eaglin echoes 1he
same sentiment "Rapper 50 Cents has an album called Robbing 1he Industry" in which he 1alks aboul robbing olher rap ar1is1s and has been sho1 in
lhe jaw because of 1hose 1hings, said Eaglin. "If he was Eminem and said
those things. he wouldn't ca1ch the same beef from other ar1is1s and 1he
J)ledia."
Eminem is one of a number of while artisls who gel away wi1h con1roversial lyrics and showing explicil imagery on !heir videos. In Eminem·s firsl
music video single from Real Slim Shady LP. he discusses topics such a.~
homosexuality and bestiali1y, which are considered 1aboo subjeclS for mosl
black artis1s. In 1he same video, he spils on someone's onion rings and
then wa1ches her ea1 them. Similarly the while rock group Korn, has a
~ideo in which a bulle1 is Oying around barely missing old people and chil~ren throughout 1he song. When black ar1is1s a11emp110 pul similar
imagery in 1heir videos. 1hey are blocked or fuzzed out ";A while anis1 can
~ave every weapon on !heir video wi1hou1 gelling fuzzed oul. bul any nega\ive gesture a black ar1is1represenis gets hazed." Eaglin said.
This bias against black performing artis1s is no1just limi1ed 10 videos.
Whi1e anisls also ge1 away with more 1han black anis1s in live shows.
freshman David Oliver remembered a time when a NWA concerl was cut
pff in 1he middle of the show because 1hcy were using offensive language
toward cops. However in one of Eminems' concer1s, he used similar denotation, but was no1 cut.
Bui no1 everyone feels thal Eminem is such a bad seed. For exan1ple nineteen-year-old sophomore Heather Cabral feels that Eminem·s mce has
no1hing 10 do wi1h his success. "As a Hip Hop anist, he's really no1 gelling
away wilh any1hing, he's going 10 ca1ch heal in socie1y and 1he media
regardless of his rnce:· said Cabral. 01hers choose 10 leave Eminem oul of
any race discussions. and respecl him as an MC. ;,I think he's 1ight," said
junior marketing major. Muhammad Shabazz. Eaglin also feels 1ha1 his
lyrics should not have any inOuence on his younger fans, "As far as 1he
nega1ive effec1 on younger people, I leave 1ha1for 1he parents:· said Eaglin.

Between the Sheets at
A Female's Perspective
By Sean Bogle
Hilltop Staff Wri1er

•

R: Where do you have sex?

VM: My room. his room. his friend's room.
Sex. l1's 1he thing your parenls lold you 10 be careful with. as you left 1he
door for college. Sadly enough, sex is
R: Do you prac1ice safe sex?
one of 1he reasons some Howard stu"Do you think guys are visiting the Quad,
dents don·, make ii back home wi1h a
VM: I do now. bu1 I must admit 1ha1 I haven·1
the Towers, or Meridian to study? Sure, and always played ii safe at Howard.
college degree in hand. Here a1 "The
Mecca;· as well as mos1 colleges. sex
what school do you go to?" -Vanessa Mack R: Whal made you s1ar1?
can be damaging 10 a studenl's academic, physical, and emotional stale. So. is
sex wor1h 1he risk of having al Howard? Vanessa Mack. a sophomore in
VM: On the real, i1 was 1rip 10 the health cemer. I hnd a STD, and since
1he school of arts and sciences. agreed 10 a 1ell-all imerview about her sex1he11 I've played i1 safe every lime.
ual experiences at Howard. and whe1her she feels sex is worth having al
Howard Universi1y.
R: Is sex some1hing you see as simply sex. or do you place some sort of
meaning wi1h i1?
Reporter: When did you start having sex?
VM: If you're a woman at Howard, sex can be a power tool. That', abou1
Vanessa Mack: I s1ar1ed having sex when I was ,ix1een. Al the time, I had
all 1he meaning it has to me. When a guy gel> sexually exci1ed. he becomes
a steady boyfriend. Afler he 100k my virgini1y and we had sex a few more
,o ignorant 10 logic. I've gonen guys to 1ype my papers al the ilab. jus1 by
limes. I though! we shared a special love. Thai was until I found 0111 1hat he
promising 10 have sex wi1h them. You would 1hink that guy, would realize
had been sharing our special love wilh a few of my girlfriends in my high
1ha1 females outnumber them grea1ly at Howard, and Howard women have
school. When I found 0111 I didn'1 even cry. I just became ,-ery biner. I said
no choice bui 10 break down at some poinl. For Howard women. !here are
10 myself, "Why should I be looking for Mr. Righi when Mr. Righi is
nol many fish in 1he sea. We can·1 be 100 picky.
checking for me and my girlfriends?" I smrted 10 do to guys just like he did
me.
R: Do you ever feel 1ha1 you're disrespecting yourself with all of your sexual ac1ivi1y?
'
R: Are you justifying your se.xual behavior with your e.x-boyfriend's
ac1ions?
VM: No! rm gening wha1 I wan1, not what I can gel. It other women feel
like rm di,re,pecting my,cll. they're lying 10 them,clvc,. Do you think
Vl\1: I don·, see ii that way. His cheating on me was really a wake up call.
guys are visiting the Quad. 1he Towers. or Mc.-idian 10 slucly? Sure. and
"h:11 school do you go 10?
R: Whal exac1ly was 1he wake up call?
R: How are your grades. Vanessa·>
VM: The wake up call was thal if guys can sleep around. so can girls and
so are girls. because i1 Lakes 1wo 10 Thngo. Why should I Jive a life of conVM: Good enough for me 10 keep going here.
servatism and loneliness, wailing for a good man? If Mr. Righi comes 10
me al Howard, 1hen he jusl comes. Un1il 1hen. I'm having sex and lois of ii
R: So all in all. is it wor1h i1?
with whoever mee1s my srnndards.
VM: Sure. Sex is good. Sex is very good.
R: Whni types of guys mee1 your standards"?
R: Last que>1ion. \\lhy did you agree 10 do this m1er\'1cw· 1
VM: Cu1e and involved guy,. You know guys in fraternities. a1hle1ics. and
s1uden1 governmelll.
VM: I felt like s1udcn1, need 10 unders1,1nd 1he w.ty ,ex works on campus.
Whal I've said is advice. Nol dirty laundry. If you're a female. recognize
R: How many of lhese cuie and involved guys have you had sex with'/
the women 10 male ratio on campus. and know you·re nol the only one visiting "Mr. Righi." ll's 1101 wrong, 11', ju,1 1hc rc11li1y of lhc s11ua11on. If
VM: Le1·s just say more 1han 1wenty. and less 1han one hundred.
you're a male, I guess un1il you all realize 1ha1 college is more 1hnn sex, I'll
see you in 1he iLab typing my papers.

Sex Isn't Everything Tales of a Virgin
By Kellie Carter
Hilltop Siaff Writer
At firs1, I questioned why I would wam 10 share my views on sex. I 1hen
realized 1ha1 my opinion might benefit 01hers who may need encouragemenl. have been misinformed, or have misdirected views about sex. So
what am I abou110 say? How abou1. I am I 8 years old and I am a virgin.
kiss boys, I lus1. I want and even some1imes crave sex. yet l am a virgin.
However, I am nol nor do I claim 10 be holy. pure and unOawed or naive
when ii comes '10 sex. I have heard i1all so let me just clear up some misconceplions before I s1ar1. Number one, you·re never 100 old 10 be a virgin
(never!). Number two, all non-virgins are no1 necessarily hoes. sluts, or
1ricks. Number three, no virgin is bener than a non-virgin. Number four,
virgins want sex 100. Finally number five, one nigh1 of passion may not
lead 10 a life1ime of misery. but for every action, !here is a consequence, be
it immediale or delayed.
There are seveml reasons why I have chosen 10 be celibale, no1 un1i l love
bul un1il marriage. One is because ii is my covenant or promise 10 God.
As a Christian, I believe my body is a 1emple 10 be used by God. God has
blessed me wi1h many 1alents and gift~. bu1 I feel sex is God's gift 10 marriage. Thal is why I will wait until I find, excuse me. until my husband
finds me. I could con1inue to elabora1e on the depths of sex and Chris1iani1y, but due to 1he facl thal nol everyone is a practicing Christian or shares
my beliefs I will bring my i~sue to a more secular poini of view.
The second reason I will nol have sex is because in1crcourse is such a
deep and in1ima1e experience. especially for females. Anyone of my

friends can 1ell you that I am a very dmmn1ic person. Se, would be such
a big step for me 1ha1, emotionally, I know I would 1101 be able 10 handle 11
righ1 now. Yes. Kellie is cool. bul Kellie is also immamre. We all have our
issues and obsrncles 10 face in our lives. I'll be the firsi 10 1cll you lhat I
am not prepared 10 deal with pregnancies. molherhood, emo1ional baggage
(bag lady). STDs or 1he s1ress tha1 the person I gave so much of myself 10
is oul sharing ii! Personally speaking I feel the emotional damage can be
enough alone.
The third and final reason would be 1ba11he benefi1, of abs1mcnce umil
marriage 1end 10 ouiweigh the temporal benefils of premarital sex. As a
virgin. I have a heller chance of having healthier children. As a virgin. I
1end 10 carry more respect. no11ha1 all non-virgins are disrespecrnblc or
should be looked down upon. As a virgin. my sblers and I had the oppor1uni1y 10 give bone marrow to my brother when he was in need of a bone
marrow 1ransplan1. This is a procedure thal might nol have occurred if my
paren1s had no1 ins1illed in us lhe importance of not being sexually active.
As a virgin, I can bener strengthen my relationships mentally and emo1ional ly wi1hou1 1hc presence of sex. I realize that sex can easily become a priority in a reJa1ionship. As a virgin. I have a bener chance of no1 contracting a STD. As a virgin. I need nol worry abou1 the nasty effec1s of weight
gaining birth controls. And finally as a virgin. I have more men cb"sing
afler my 1reasure and trying everything. Nol knowing 1ha1 ii can only be
obtained through winning my mind, my heart and a ring.

Not Michael's Father, But A White Man: A Review of Joe Jackson's Night And Day II
By Michael Winfield
Edi1orial Editor
When I first saw Joe Jackson's Nigh1and Day IL I lhoughl of Michael Jackson's fa1her. I though! lhal would be funny 10 reviC\v. I would get a kick out of
hearing Joe JacksonJ<ick his Oow. Ho,vever. a pas1y while man is doddering on
lhe from and back of the CD case. And con1rary 10 wha1 Michael Jackson
looks like no,v, this man is not his fa1her.
The first track •·Prelude" is a whirlwind of weeping violins. It has ~ purpose.
and is backed by an assortment of faux-African 1humb piano cLic~. I lis1ened
10 this CD while a Slowe RA. Shani, was visiting. I had 10 change the CD or
else she 1hrea1ened 10 leave. From this, I gather Night and Day U is no1 a track
women wUI apprecia1e.
The nexl track. "Hell of a Town," uses a Caribbean bea1 in lhe fore from, jux-

taposed with scauered piano chords. choppy violins, and spacey keyboards.
Shani said lhis song sounds like neo-Phil Col Lins. I had run the reser,'Oirearlier
in 1he day; 10 keep pace, I momeniarily closed my e)-eS; veering with 1he natural grain of the concre1e, I bumped in10 a pole. bruising my shoulder, pinching a
muscle. As I lis1ened 10 this track, the pain worsened. From this, I gather Nigh1
and Day U is not a track wi1h cumtive properties.
Shani then said: "He really likes this hcll 1hing. He mentions hell in every
song." To show 1he lyrical profundiiy of Joe Jackson. an ugly while man who
has no1 sired n,e King Of Pop, lislen along wi1h "Stranger Than You": "At
eighty-third and Ams1erdam there's an Indian/Jew who pierced all his priva1e
parts wi1h a permanent screw..:· To this, Shani said: "Sounds like some imeresling poe1ry 1his man wro1e whi.le he was high and a11cmp1ed 10 pul 10 music."
"Stranger Than You·• sounds like a bad imilation of a Pe1er Framplon song.
only it does 1101 oome alh-e, and ii is nol 1978. "Why" repeais the image in the

song "Hell of a Town" of "smoke coming 0111 of the ground:' Then it devolves
in10 a cmzy c.1Strati \'Oice over Arabian violins and what sounds like a Chinese
succubus trying to seduce you. It is no1 sen,ual. II sounds dumb. Like the
soundtrack to Best of lhe Best 45, s1arring Chrisiopher Lambert.
A friend of mine, Ma1the,v. a music major, cn1cred during my impromptu lis1ening party. on the ,ong "Dear Mom." When I asked his opinion on 11,e song,
he said: "h's pre11y damn basic.'' When he realized I was quo1ing him. he
asked 10 hear ano1her song. To 1he nex1 track. "Love Go1 Los1." he said: "Aw.
Hell naw." Al firsi, he too though1 Joe Jackson was Michael's fa1her. but was
saddened 10 lc.'lfn it was jusl "some while man."
In conclusion, if a homeless man ever asks you for change, give him your free
copy of Joe Jackson's Night and Day II, and waich your back. because 1he
homeless man may tab you fromjus1ifiable anger.
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Student Entrepeneurs Explode on the National Scene

a record label?

•

Looks can be deceiving. At first glance, one may use
Bobby Patterson as an example of what's wrong with
young Black adults. From the gold fronts to the cornrows and baggy clothes, Patterson is a walking target
for the media and critics of black culture.
Patterson isn't part of the problem; he's part of the solution. As head of South Side Sity Records, an up and
coming record label, Patterson has positioned himself
to succeed. The senior marketing major has been
instrumental in providing Howard University with top, ,notch entertainment for the past four years. With every~ thing from house parties to conferences and concerts,
~Patterson has done it all. If you happened to see a
' multi-platinum rapper by the name of Jay-Z perform at
· the Yard Fest, thank Patterson for that also. South Side
;$ity Records has just begun.

Hilltop: What got you interested in the music business?
Bobby Patterson: Music represents me. I love music,
putting it together and everything. 1figured if I had the
opportunity, I'd do it. It all started as a fantasy and
ended as a reality.

•'
I, Hilltop: You had an internship with Violator Records
f1 your sophomore and junior years, what did you learn
from working at a major label for two summers?

BP: Violator taught me the business aspect of music. I
got to see how the contracts were put together, all the
phone calls it took to make things happen, stuff like
that. I got to see how Busta Rhymes was put on Jay
Leno and David Letterman, all the behind the scenes
aspects of the business. I didn't think there was that
much work behind it but it is. It's more than a 9 to 5. Its
an all day, all night process. But in the end, it's worth it.

BS

1, 2000

BP: I never imagined myself in a suit for a 9 to 5 job. I
couldn't see myself at IBM or a company like that.
That's just the type of person I am. I just sat in a room
a realized that music is what I wanted to do. When I
started the label, everybody was like "you trying to be
like Puffy". I ain't trying to be Puffy, but I want to be
on his level.

Hilltop: You were in charge of the main stage at the
Yard Fest this year at Homecoming right?
BP: Yeah and lots of people were hating on the Yard
Fest. People played it off like Jay-Z was just around the
corner or in town and just happened to come through,
but there was a lot of politics behind it. 1 had big
names, frorn everywhere, Jay-Z, Memphis Bleek,
Beanie Siegel, and Ludacris. VIBE was sponsoring it.
We even had international acts like Mr. Lexxus, TOK,
and Baby Sham. Jay-Z was out here and Howard just
barely mentions it. Y'all don't appreciate nothing.
Hilltop: So what's planned for South Side Sity Records
in the next few months?
BP: We have a calendar coming out around Valentine's
Day. Mobb Deep and CNN will be performing at
Crarnton in early December and we are sponsoring
that. My artist from South Side Sity will be opening for
them. My main concern is putting my artists on and
having them shine.
Hilltop: What artists do you have on South Side Sity
Records?
BP: Rah Vital, Arise, Joker who is the A&R also, and
our producer Too Pheezy. On the business side we have
myself, Michael Stuart, Seneca Plucker, Joe
Hawthorne, and Robbieo.

Hilltop: What made you decide that you wanted to own

Hilltop: Does
your label have
a distinct
sound?
BP: Our music
is real diverse.
I'm from North
Carolina, but we
have members
from D.C., Virginia, New
York, etc. Our
producer is from
Texas, but he's
working with
Kool G. Rap's
people, so he's
picking up on
the New York
flavor right now.

Hilltop: What
do you all look
for in an artist you want to sign to the label?

Hilltop: So what plans to you have for the future?

Joe Hamilton, A&R of SSSR: We don't just look for
rhyme skill. You have to be marketable. I just look for a
creative, responsible person who can handle themselves
under pressure.

Hilltop: Are there any music executives that you look
up to?
BP: Master P and Baby and Slim of Cash Money
because of how they came in the game. They were
basically doing it themselves. I'm doing it on the
Howard level right and the local level right now, and
then we'll take a region they go national. The music is
going to lead the way, but we have parties, promote
concerts, etc.

BP: When I graduate in May I'm going to accept a
marketing job at Violator Records and build more connections. I' II be on the inside looking out so I can pull
South Side Sity Records in. There will still be a
Howard who I know will hold it down when I'm gone.

Hilltop: What advice do you have for anybody trying
to follow in your footsteps?
BP: If you are serious, find people around you with
similar interests and just do it. Don't let nobody tell you
what you can do. The sky is the limit but you just got to
go for it.

achine
By Robert Ford
Assistant Campus Editor
Tents, pillows, sleeping bags, boom boxes and plenty of
munchies accompanied dozens of garners who camped
out the night before the Playstation 2 officially went on
sale. At a Best Buy in Baltimore, Maryland, about 50
people lined up to be one of the frrst to get their preordered PS2. Alonzo Ramsey, a junior in the school of
communications, said he ordered his console in March

Ente

after learning of the stampeding crowds in Japan. A
self-proclaimed "video game god," Ramsey also owns a
Sega Dreamcast, Nintendo 64 and the original Playstation. He tried to maintain his composure after he carried
his PS2 outside the store, saying, "l can't wait till I get
home, the anticipation is too much."
But not everyone at the early morning launch was taking
his or her PS2 home to play. Rhett Butler, a Junior in the
school of communications, was already contemplating
how much it would cost to ship it overnight to the person

in Tennessee who bought it from him on the eBay auction website for $600.00, twice the retail price. As of
yesterday, some PS2 units on eBay were selling for an
upward of $1,000.00 "This is heavier than I thought,"
remarked Butler. "But I'm sure I can get it there on
time." Butler added that he has several other PS2's on
reserve at other local stores, all of which are destined for
online buyers. With a 128-bit processor that runs games
three times faster than the Pentium III, a graphics chip
two times faster than some high-end graphics power-

houses from SiliconGraphics, DVD capabilities and
online connectability the PS2 is a dream home-entertainment device. "There are over a billion color TV's on the
planet, that's our market," said Phil Harrison, Sony
Computer Entertainment America Inc. vice president.
The implications for the market are huge. More than 50
million Playstation consoles have been sold worldwide.
PS2 toppled a half million in its first week of sales in the
United States alone and is on pace to surpass its predecessor by the New Year.

ainment Briefs

By Brandon A. Miller
Hilltop Staff Writer
No Limit CEO, Master P, has fallen behind on repaying a promissory note made by the bank in May 1999.
The bank has filed a lawsuit for $743,000 and also adds fuel to the rumors that the No Limit Empire may be
having financial issues.
Jay-Z is set to launch his second record label. Already the founder of Roe-A-Fella Records, Jay-Z is starting
Carter Faculty, which will be run by his cousin. The first act signed to the label will be Da l\hanjaz.
Loud Records plans to release the Big Pun tribute album, "Endangered Species" on February 6th. The album
will feature classics from Big Pun's previous two albums, a best of collection of collaborations and new unreleased songs
The rumors of Dr. Dre signing what some deem to be one of the best lyricists of all time are true. Dre has
signed Rakim to his Aftermath Label and will be dropping an album in 2001 called "Oh My God".
A bench warrant has been issued for the Wu-Tang Clan's 01 Dirty Bastard. ODB ran away from the drugtreatment facility Impact House in Pasadena, California. Once arrested, ODB will not be able to post bail for
his release.
Recently married T-Boz of TLC and Mack 10 are now parents. T-Boz recently gave birth to their daughter,
Chase in Los Angeles, California.
Off the heels of the highly successful "Kings of Comedy", Bernie Mac is staying busy. Mac is scheduled to
appear in Martin Lawerence's film, "What's the Worst That Could Happen" in April. He has also signed with
Fox Broadcasting to star in a family comedy series beginning next fall. Finally, Mac is in negotiations to star in
"Ocen's Eleven", a remake of the 1960 movie "Rat Pack" which starred Sammy Davis Jr.
MTV Networks has announced it will merge MTV2 with the Box Music Network. The Box Music Network
and MTV2 are both interactive 24 hour music channels. The Box has over 18 million subscribers while MTV2
has about 12 million subscribers. The merger will officially take place January 1st.
f
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~frican Dreams' Unearths Jeremy
Chabaud's Power and Purpose
By LOUGENIA BAILEY
Hilltop Staff Writer
"African sculpture is not just
some vain attempt to reproduce
and copy reality ... The statues
are charged with magic functions. The sculptors have
infused them with supernatural
powers," says Jeremy Chabaud.
Chabaud's comments on
African art are the foundation of
his pieces on display at The
Alliance Francaise of Washington, DC in the exhibit "African
Dreams."
Chabaud focuses on the purpose and power behind the subjects of his paintings, being
more concerned with their aura
than their appearance. His viewpoint on African sculpture and
his ability to use different styles

of artistic expression enhance
the exhibit. In some paintings
and drawings he uses an eclectic collection of varied strokes of
color to present a figure and its
aura.
In "Magic Yaka,''
Chabaud captures the powers of
an African sculpture by surrounding a brown figure with a
multi-colored circular cloud. In
''Dog on porteuse d' eau,"
Chabaud presents the magic of
a black, sculpture by engulfing
the statue in lighter stokes of
light which appear to be emitted
from the figurine.
The tack of definite form in
"Dogon porteuse d'eau", and
pieces like it, is directly contrasted by pieces like ''Espace 2"
which focus on abstract geometric designs. Opposite in theory is "Animal d'eau," a painting of a non-geometrical blue

form outlined in bold black
lines. In "Komakan" and '"Totem
de l' Alliance," along with six
other slim vertical paintings,
Chabaud uses bright hues to
enhance the small shapes and
forms giving the paintings a
feeling of tangible festivity.
Chabaud's ability to use different styles of expression in different pieces gives each itS own
uniqueness that might otherwise
be lost. "I refuse 10 lock myself
into a particular style. Everything interests me: all forms,
expressions, colors, media, [and]
materials," says Chabaud.
Chabaud's goal in creating art is
10 "unearth the energy zones"
which he believes all of his subjects have.
Chabaud's interpretations in
the "African Dreams" exhibit
are enhanced by 44 pieces of

authentic African art taken from
different regions of Africa.
While the pieces are not the
exact sculptures that Chabaud
painted, they do give the viewer an idea of how be interpreted
his subjects' energy. Also
inc luded on display at The
Alliance Francaise are 10 pieces
by Marie-Caroline Allaire, and
S pieces by Paul B. Ndong.
Though the exhibit officially
opened on October 26 of this
year, Laurent Miller, the Executive Director of the Alliance says
that there will be a panel discussion held on January 12,
200 1 which wil l include Howard
University professor Ofari-Ansa
and one of the curators of the
National Art museum. The
exhibit is open to the public until
January 20, 200 l.

)

'

"Baule magic" is a painting on display at L'Alliance Francaise as part of
Jeremy Chabaud's exhibition ''African Dreams".

'Play On' Swings into the Ellington Era at the Arena Stage
he can hear the music that she
has written. Vy encounters a
problem when her Uncle tells
her that men do not take wome11
The time is the swingin' 40's. seriously as writers. Th is causThe place is the Magical King- es Vy to dress in male garb and
dom of Harlem. This is the set- come up with the name "Vyting for the extraordinary musi- man" to match her new, mascucal, Play On!, that combines li11e appearance as a fast talkShakespeare's Twelfth Night ing, energetic, small-built man.
and the music of the incompa- This conll;ct, and several subrable Duke Ellington. Leg- ordinate conflicts in between,
endary African-American play- provide the basis for this musiwrigh t Cheryl West is the cal and set the pace for the prinauthor of this dynamic play, but cipal theme of relationsh ips,
it was the vision of director music and the love for both.
Play On! combines words
Sheldon Epps that brings Ms.
with music to convey emotion
West's story to life.
Howard alumn i Alexandra which moves the plot along
Foucard plays the always witty with grace and poise. Ellingand energetic Vy who has come ton·s music is brought 10 life
to Harlem to meet the Duke so magnificently by song and
By K.AMIL J. HAZEL
Hilltop Staff Writer

··Play On.. combi11<.-,, SMkcspc.u-e nnd Ellington 10 re-create the ,winging-lO"s. ··rlay on·
can be seen at the Arena Swge through Jnnu:vy 7, 200 I.

dance and wi ll definitely leave
a smile on the faces of those
from the older and younger
generations with 1Unes such as,
'"Don't Get Around Much Anymore,'· "Take the A Train,"
"Black Butterfly" and the extraordinary rendition of "'Mood
Indigo·' by Lady Liv.
Play On! is choreographed by
Mercedes Ellington who does a
phenomenal job of maintaining the audience's a11ention
with che exciting dance number~ she incorporates in the
musical. To add to the play's
mastery, the set was an attention-grabber with its bright colors and its ease of transforming
from a dimly lit suee1 corner 10
a vibrant dressing room. The
costumes ascribe flair and nos-

talgia, and are perfectly reminiscent of a booming era and
the mood of happy and upbeat
times.
Play On!, a brilliant display of
the talent of African-Americans of the past and present, is
a time capsule that allows viewers to commemorate the times
of the Cotton Clubs and the origins of jazz. The play provokes
thoughts about how things used
to be and how music was used
as an expression of who we
were and dance as an outlet to
life"s daily challenges.
Play On! runs through January
7. 2001 in the Fichandler theater at Arena Stage. For more
information call Arena Stage at
202-488-3300.

'Police Officers are Our Friends, Right?'
By JOHNNY J. JONES
Hilltop Staff Writer
I remember in elementary school when a local
police officer would come to school along with some
funny-looking blow-up officer to tell us naive children that police officers were our friends and that
they were around to help us whenever we needed
them. As a child, I honestly believed this.
As I grew older, I watched on television as Rodney l(jng was savagely beaten in the streets of Los
Angeles and just assumed that only police officers
there were excessively violent. not the police in my
neighborhood. I even tried to convince myself that
King almost deserved the abuse he received.
As the number of police brutality cases in New
York increased seemingly daily. I fooled myself into
believing that just the police in New York and LA
were cruel and racist, not the officers around me. I
believed this idea faithfully. Faithfully, until I became
a victim of excessive force from those paid to protect and serve.
1 remember the day as if it was yesterday, and I still
have the scar on my right knee 10 remind me everyday. It was late Saturday night before Fat Tuesday
1999 in New Orleans and my best friend, Mike, his
little brother, John, and I went to the French Quarters to participate in the Mard i Gras revelry. As we
walked through the fostivities watching people per-

form numerous acts that would have anyone arrested on a normal day, we laughed and enjoyed ourselves like any young black males would have. As
the evening drew later, we realized that our parents
probably wanted us to come home soon, so we
walked to their mother's minivan and began t<;> head
home.
We were reminiscing about all of the crazy chings
we had seen and done; then. all at once, we noticed
a white Pontiac abruptly cut in front of us at an intersection that caused us to stop at the yellow light. As
the light turned green, the car did not myve. lnstead1
both of the doors swung open and sat id/C for about
ten seconds. "What the hell is going on?I' Mike and
I said to each other. Then. out of nowhe\e. a white
male and a white female each jumped out of the car
in street dothes with guns pointed at us.
"Get the f... out of the car!" As they yelled expletive-filled phrases all three of us sat in the van
shocked and panic-stricken. not noticing that two
other undercover police vehicles with five extra
officers bad arrived. As I sat on the seat behint\Mike
in the van, a dilemma arose because the officercoming towards the van shouted ''Don't move," while
another officer at my door kept shouting for me to
open my door - I didn"t know what to do, so I moved
slowly and clearly.
Seeing how the officers roughly threw John and
Mike on cold Canal Street, I a11empted to help the

1soM Brita ro STONE
Setti11gfoot on what was then
foreign territory
I had no idea that my heart
would mm from gold 10 stone
What was once shiny and
bright has now turned dull
tmd hard longing
longing for swumes.• of
sweer.
\Vhat I prided myself 011 has
now been trompled on played
with

picked over
From gtJfd ro sto11e

I

officers by laying myself on the ground. but before
I could reach it. the.one black officer forced me to
ground by pushing me in the back, which drove my
knee into the concrete. I was outraged.
As Mike and I laid parallel to each other, we asked,
"What ·s the problem. what is this?" No one said anything. We didn't even notice that an officer had handcuffed John on the other side of the van and kneeled
on him with his knee in John's back.
With hundreds of touriMs and revelers looking on.
embarrassment filled me; "I can't believe this, chis
is bullsh ... !" The officers just looked at me and
walked towards each other in a huddle. After about
five minutes of looking in the van and searching our
pockets, one of the officers said we could get up.
With no one supplying us with any answers for why
we were stopped and treated so harshly, Mike asked
a male officer why we were stopped, while John and
1stood outraged and angered. Some of the officers
turned their backs to us and began 10 leave while one
attempted to explain.
"A cab driver said he saw three males stealing a
minivan similar to this one," he said.
"'\Veil, you saw the keys in here:· Mike replied and
as calm as someone who had been beli11led in front
of an audience, Mike told the officers, "You can't go
'round treating everyone like common criminals."
Before he could finish his sentence, an arrogant,
younger officer stepped into Mike's van and uttered

words that haunt me \till: "Get in the van and get the
f. .. out of here!"
That statement set off a time bomb in John and I,
while Mike just stood shocked. While John and I
shouted back and forth with the officers, Mike sat
in the driver seal and cold us to just shut up. Never
in my lifo have I ever been so filled with rage, but
there was absolucely nothing that any one of us could
do about ic. Give another win to che officers.
In that one night. I had been humiliated by those
officers in public; had a gun pointed at me for the
first time in my life: totally disrespected by those
police officers and felt as if I was less than human:
and I lost all of the trust that was instilled in my
brain since I was five years old. My kindergarten
teacher, Ms. Sutton. never told me chat the police
officer-my "friend'" would make me feel so roiniscule.
Although Mrs. Moore. the brothers mother.
a11empted to have the officers (who turned out to be
a task force of undercover officers from other parishes and state troopers) apologize to us at the least, in
a letter sent 10 her months later, it was found that the
oificers did everything in their power correctly and
that no further action was to be taken.
With officers like these doing such fine work, why
wouldn"t anyone feel safe walking the streets as a
blacR male? I mean, police officers are our friends,
right?
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It's time to put pen to paper,
It's time to let the cat out the bag,
It's time to let the whole world know whether
I'm happy or sad.
About my life's decisions
constant repetitions,
To me of what's already been done,
Nothing new under the sun .

While trying all the while to be the best that
I can be,
But of course this you'll never see
because I must exhibit maturity.
And despite all the improprieties I have had
to face.have continued standing only by
God's Grace.

So why do my situations always seem so farfetched,
Why am I continuously perplexed
by the thought of the next second,
the next movement of the hour hand.
Not knowing if I have the power to stand
through the things that man does to man.
Let me not make it that deep,
I just don't know if I have the strength to
stand.

So it's time to put pen to paper,
It's time to let the cat out the bag,
It's time to let the whole world know whether
I am happy or sad.
But it's also time to come to a place
where I am completely content in me.
Not wondering or even thinking about what
could be.
It's time to live for the present, not the future,
nor the past
It's time to prioritize and do first things first
not last.

So it's time to put pen to paper,
It's time to let the cat out the bag,
It's time to let the whole world know whether
I'm happy or sad.
My feelings and my needs constantly
cloaked by my good sense,
Entering me into a state of nothingness;
Of uncertainty of everything in the world,
especially me.

So now that pen has met paper and line by
line my heart I've poured.
It's time to do more than read words on
paper,
It's time to let my spirits fly like a kite and
soar.
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To look upon you with the love for every woman

is rare;

ii is a joy to find what most of us fail to discover.
the beauty of women.
Over the past year, I ha\'e discovered you,
have learned you
and have always loved you.
Woman. whm you bring 10 this world is your
work;
and your work consists of love that sometimes
we just don't touch.
It may touch us, but th,u is too easy- thal is what
we wait for
instead of reaching out ourselves 10 grasp it.
Bui when you finally catch ii,
you ne\'er want 10 lei go of it - that I wish more
of us knew about,
so we could discover you.
While discovering you. I have learned and
understood that
your physical characteristics are not at all important.
For what you have given me is all your love and for nothing in return.
Thal's what's so S')Jecial about you- giving us a
sense of you

and a toundaoon tor you.
And if I give you nothing, I want 10 gi,'C you
mysel(
You CO!l.'>lantly teach us the use of
resources. pride, charm. and most importan• ·
honesty.
Of course, you are a very beautiful "'O~_
but that is not why J wanted to writP
what )'OU have is
0
rnorc confidence than I've eve!ii~s' that came
When I saw you. lhai is the fir•
to mind - look at
f
_,
.,. kn
L- ,t . what she want5.
thal ]auy w,., ows ,,.
and why.
I
• the
•,. kn
/- dreams. that ady IS
TIlat MU)' OWS
bh•Print for
.
• her women .1 there, that lady who comphmems thosi-"'Mns
. . . .
close 10 /-" and that lady who IS \ITCSl!>0ble to
e.xpJo,,.
You ,ant us to understand what you mean.
sc-t6u come and teach us.
, do not know about you. or of you. my interest
is )'OU,

NA (ENOBONG) ALEXANDER

FINAL THOUGHTS .......................... .
1. CAN "GHETTO 101" BE ADDED TO THE COURSE LIST?

2. NOW THAT IT LOOKS LIKE BUSH IS PRESIDENT, HOW MANY OF US ARE DYING TO
STUDY ABROAD?
3. WHO MISSES BIGGIE LIKE WE DO?
4. WITH ALL OF THE BLATANTLY OPEN WEED SMOKING ON CAMPUS, SHOULD
"BONG MAK ING & JOINT ROLLING" BE ADDED TO THE COURSE LIST?
5. HOW HALF-NAKED GIRLS ARE GOING TO THE CONCERT@ CRAlv1PTON (MOBB DEEP?
, 6. SPEAKING OF THE CONCERT HOW MANY SURBURBAN THUGS ARE COMING JUT
TONITE?

......

t

/

The reason is to uplift you and th:mk you - 001
only have you
be good to me. but I've known that you are good
ror me as well.
You makei1easy1osee you -1oseeyou through
the e>•es of a child.
I write 10 you bec:au.1e }'OU li,'C within me - 10
make con-ersation with you
may be interesting. but your heart tells me so
much more about you.
II is that thing which brings me 10 you.
and is always clear in delivering the message.
Thal is why you are here and why I come 10
acknowledge you.
How hard is ii 10 tell a lady how beautiful she
is - why do I say that'/
Because to know what is beautiful about hemay not be seen with ones own eyes.
But what more can I learn.
dievLearning you, because you make it ,
able for me.
this writAnd what have you done 10 desr
ing 10 }'Ou - nothing at all, .ise you repre)'OU\'C only been yourself, 1;,ent women
in such a wonderful wa•

. .ence 1s what you possess LS,v you bring that out of others as well.
.lJ you explain being beautiful with your style.
A "'Oman with her own Myle is so ,cry a•tracti,'C.
But your makeup is the vital element - the substance
of which you·re m..'lde is what lies within your
soul.
There ha,'C been plenty of \\'Omen - beautiful
women

beyond any irnaginmion. who are just that.
something to look al,
but with you I don't see any of that.
To know you. is to love you.
With this. I'm writing 10 women.
but I'm writing for you - I truly Jove women.
and 10 acknowledge one of )'Ollis such an addition 10 my life.
J only want to thank you for your contributions.
God Ble!>S You and may hea,'Cn continue 10
smile upon you.

-Ke\in Murphy
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Travel one ,v,y for as low as $8.

I

Here's some friendly advice. Next time you 're off to Washington Dulles International Airport, take
the Washington Flyer Airport Express Bus. Board at several downtown locations, including Union Station, the
Convention Center, or at West Falls Church Metro Station. You can even connect from Reagan Washington
National Airport. So why drive? Catch the Bus. It's the safe and easy way to fly.

•

IM::lst'i igton R'f'efRy H. You'll Uke It.

Call 1,888.WASHFLY or vi sit WWW.WASHFLY.COM
METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON AIRPORTS AUTHORITY
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don't be left in the
It's coming, something to satisfy your curiosity
, All of your questions will be answered ....

f(l better serve you
•

•

1s grow1n •

es
Coming ~xt semester.

HOUDAY GRE\ TINGS
For God so loved the trorl d, that he gave his only
begotten Son, that trhosoever believeth in him should
. h but have everlasting
l V
not peris
l i fe.
John 3: 16

\

MAY THE SPIRIT
OF PEACE
BE WTH YOU THIS SEASON
IN CELEBRATION OF

Thomas K. Pi erre, Jr. , Director

Presents
A

Sunday, December 3, 2000
6:00 PM
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Howard University-Main Campus

RAMADAN*HANUKKAH
CHRISTMAS* KWANZAA

\

OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF THE CHAPEL

Admission is Free-Jesus paid it all!

\
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Students, Faculty Battle for Dining Space Month of Fasting Helps Bring Howard
Islamic Community Together
From FOOD, Al
the doors have been opened to stndents with dining dollars.
Since then, professors have started
complaining of their lack of privacy
and a large number have stopped
patronizing the eatery altogether.
"Professors used to come here with
other (professors) to relax and enjoy their
meal. Now, it seems that they can never
get away from the students, even on their
own lunch break," Chiatoh said.
Though some stndents said they
believed that faculty members should
have a separate eating facility, many
disagreed.

'That's selfish," Caffier said.
Sophomore international business
major, Janae Johnson concurs with
Caffier.
"We pay all that money in tuition which goes toward the teacher's
salaries - and they want to restrict us
from the restaurant? I don't think that's
fair," Johnson said.
However, the question of many stndents is if the Restaurant reverts back
to a faculty-only eatery, where would
students go to enjoy a healthy meal in
a mature environment?
"We need a place to eat too," said
sophomore physical therapy major

Kimberly Herbert. "It's really nice in
the Restaurant and they take time to
cook your food."
Although the real decision to
restrict stndents lies with University
officials, faculty members still
approach Marriott employees to ask
them to put an end to the stndent
"intrusion."
This is not the first time that Marriott
has been approached with such issues.
Last year, officials announced that the
Bethune Annex cafeteria would allow
male stndents to dine there. Previously, the establishment had been for residents of the all-female dormitozy.

From RAMADAN, Al
(his fast) by myself." After he
stopped going to the masjid for Iftar
with the Howard Muslim community
he recalls sadly breaking his fast with
a bottle of Pepsi.
When his longtime friend Adesanya
enrolled at Howard during his sophomore year, he began to feel much more

comfortable in the Howard Muslim
community, "Sophomore year I knew
more people and I knew that if no one
else was very receptive to me then he
was," said Rasheed when describing his
changed feelings about the Muslim
community at Howard. He now views
the Howard Muslim community as the
cornerstone of his Ramadan experi-

ence.
Describing his feelings during
Ramadan, Adesanya said, "Ramadan is
a month of self restraint. The time that
would be devoted to physical indulgence is spent remembering Allah and
my purpose in this life as his servant.
Ramadhan is a time of heightened mental and spiritnal awareness."

Students Bemoan Lack of Space in Blackburn
From BLACKBURN, Al
of Stndent Activities and the Blackburn Center. These groups are attempting to provide more on-campus entertainment and cultnral opportnnities for
stndents, which reduces the amount of
available space. There are currently 12
rooms available fur events, but two-the
digital auditorium and the Gallery
Lounge-require special permission
from McLeod for use. Central Scheduling also accommodates stndents in the
classrooms and auditoriums of eight
other campus buildings, including Douglass and Locke Halls.
Many stndents find fault with the
process of applying for rooms. Organizations requesting space in the Blackburn Center must first visit the Central
Scheduling and Information office in G02 to pick up the Room Request Form.
This form must be filled out completely and taken to Terrence Samuels, acting director of Stndent Activities in
room 117. The form must then be
copied and taken back to G-02 for further approval by Bernard Moon, director of Scheduling and Information ..
Organizations are then supposed to be
notified via a letter of the room they 'if"
assigned.
,,
"'
Moon said there is a commqn misconception that non-University groups
monopolize the space in the University Center. He said while outside organizations use 20 percent of the space

We're looking for a few good editors and writers to help us staff
our Tuesday issue, which begins production next semester.
Come out to the Production Planning Meeting on Tuesday,
Dec. 5, at 7 p.m. in The Hilltop Office. Our office is located in
the Howard Plaza Towers West, Plaza Level.
Call us at 806-6866.
Be Heard. Sooner.

Please Be Kind ...

and faculty, staff and alumni events
account for another 20 percent, stndent
use accounts for 60 percent of the space
used.He also stressed that Blackburn is
a University Center, not a Student
Union. The difference is, Moon said, a
stndent union only caters to stndents
and a university center is for all university and outside events, which was the
reason Blackburn center was founded.
"Why do we need to go so many
places to get a room? There has got to
be a way to streamline the process to
reduce errors in paperwork," said Stefanie Brown, President of the Howard
University chapter of the NAACP. This
process has resulted in misplaced forms
for the NAACP, resulting in meeting s
tllat had to be moved or canceled.
"We put in requests for all of our
rooms via fax this Summer, and then
again in September because the fax
was never received, and we still have
problems with our rooms," Brown said.
Sheldon Thomas, Public Relations
Director for the Caribbean Student
Association, said communication is a
problem. He suspects that everyone
does not know the process for securing
rooms and when organizations are not
notified of problems with their forms,
they are denied space. "Sometimes
between the two offices papers get
bumped for wrong signatnres or incomplete forms. E-mail should be utilized
to tell students if they received the

rooms they requested and to give them
the chance to correct problems,"
Thomas said.
McLeod said the Blackburn Center
was already 10 years outdated, spacewise, when it was opened for use in
April of 1979. 'The Blackburn Center
was designed with a certain space projection and budget in mind and by the
time the doors opened, we already had
a demand that exceeded the availability," McLeod said. She also said that
when Dr. Anderson was Vice President
of Stndent Affairs under the Cheek
administration, preliminary research
was done regarding the feasibility of
expansion, but that the plans left with
the administration.
Brown said she does not think that all
available space is being used and she
and Walker have suggested the conversion of the former Campus Store on the
ground level of the Blackburn into a stndent lounge to Belinda LightfootWatkins, Acting Dean of Stndent Life
and Activities. They suggested that the
lounge accommodate all stndents, especially commuters. McLeod is also submitting a proposal to renovate the
unused space into offices for new
employees of Blackburn. Once these
proposals are viewed by Watkins, they
will be tnrned over to Raymond Archer,
Vice President for Stndent Affairs for
approval.
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The Tess Magsaysay and
Ken Boxley Scholarship:
The teaching prof"ession needed a
Scholarship on the order of" the
Rhodes, Fulbright: and Nation.al
Merit. Teachers College created one.
Two of" the ten winners of" this Eull
scholarship are pictured at: left.
Rose Fello"'.¥5:
For TC st:u.dent:s who have achieved
': r - -=,,~
c\cadt:::1:11.ic 111erit: in educa~ion, psychology
or healt:h education, an award of" up
to 18 points tuition plus a research
£ellowship.
J

~at:asha Trivers
Teaching ofEnglish

Jewish Foundation for the
Education of Wo1r1en:
For £ull-t:i.11:1e £ci1:1.ale pre-service science
or ir1at:h teachers willing t:o teach £or
3 years in NYC public schools.
$15,000 scholarship.

Each year, Teachers College,
Colurnbia Un.iversiey, awards .
over $6 1:1:1illion in scholarships,
paid assistantships, internships
and Fellowships to TC st:udents.
t/

I

Nicholson Fat ■ 1ily Scholarship:
Provides support: £or TC students select:ed
by t:he Dean and President: of" t:he College
£or outstanding acade1:1:1ic t:11.erit .
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Deadline: January I 5, 2001
For ad1-i1.issions inf"qr111at:ion, call
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Study Edu.cation., Psychology or Healt:h Education at one
of the nation's leading graduate schools. On-line catalog,

·

. t:c.col,1 •~1b•a.edu/ ~ ad••1ission.s/ ad••1is.ht•:a:1l
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A family. A neighborhood. A communi~Y.\

Volunteers of America h e lps hundreds of thousan ds of families stay.
together and rebuild their lives every year. With programs that rang"'e
from foster care, after s~hool progra,ins, summer camp and family

,,

preservation. For over 100 years vve've helpe d build better communities
by teaching skills and restoring pride and hope. Find out hoVv yc:>u
can help.

Call 1.800.899.0089 or visit www.voa._org.

There are no limits to caring.
'·

~ ~T Volunte~rs
~~,· of America®
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
STUDENT ALUMNI GROUP
The Ho\\aru Unive~il)' S1uden1 Alumni Group \\3S launched 10 foster anJ encourage 1he de,elopmenl of ongoing rela1ionships be1wetn s1uden1s and alumni 10 ensure 1hc con1inui1y of lhe Uni- er..11y·, spirit. 1radi1ion and leader..hip throu~h programs.
HUSAG"S programs are designed to s1ay in line with 1he Unive~i1y"s Iheme. "Leadership for •\merica and 1hc Global Community·· HUSAG pro11des smdcms \\ith a m)riad ofpo\\erful information and kno\\lcd~e 10 assis1 m e.lucauonal and
professional Je ..elopmen1.
Addi1ionally, as a mtmber of IIUSAG you will be m,arded for your participation in Department of Alumni Relations programs, projects and meetings through HUSAG's lncenti,es Program.
If you would like 10 learn more about IIUSAG membe~hip and programs. ple.1.se con1ac1 Andrea L. Carroll in the l)cpanmenl
of Alumni Relations at (202) 806-6019.

Mark Your Calendars!
Janual') 12-14.2001

Student/Alumni MLK, Jr. Ski \.Vcckend
Liberty Ski Resort, Carroll Valley, P \
Students: S209.00 pp Alumni: S259.00 1>P
FM mu,e inrormation. contact, AnJru C1m1II ;11 (202) S06•MIQ t,r akam)!I u ho~ard eJ4>
Ri.:h)' h"Ch~ al (!02H&J-551S
l W\nJ I ud,cn (202} 806--15'16

,t

Jcnnifcr C,rn,11,. (201) qJQ-Olll

January 24. 200 I

Spring Information Session
Reading Lounge

6:00 p.111.

Februal) 21. 200 I

*Alumni Profile 1: "A/1111111i E11trtpreue11r.1 ·•
Galle!)· Lounge
5:30 p.111.

March 6. 200 I

*Professional Development Workshop
Blackbum Center-West Ballroom
11 :30 a.m.

March 28. 2001

• Alumn i Profile II: "A/um11i i11 the Media"
Gallery Lounge
5:30 p.m.

April 18. 200 1

*Alumni Profile Ill: '•Af1111111i i11 Sports"
Gallery Low1g~
5:30 p.111

·-·-···..···-········--·-------------------···----·-···-··---...................._________________________________.,_,.

HUSAG MEMBERSHIP FORM
Legal Name:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'CAPONE -N- NOREAGA
With Special Guests

MIJSALINY
-N- M.A.Z.E.

Friday, Derember 1st,

~, ,,

Showtime 8:00pm

Resawd ~ & ~ Slwer,tlll$coollt

=~;~~71~
.. .
,

.. ,:

~

School/Campu,Address:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~City:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State:

lip:. _ __

Major: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,.,.._Approx Grad Date:_ _ _ _ _ ID# _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone:_ __

_ Email:._ _ __

_ _ Please sign me up to bctome a member of HUSAG. M) SIO arc enclosed!
Method of Pa)111ent: _Check/Money Order (payable to MUSAG) _ Visa
MC'
Ame\
Card Number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Exp. Datc___ Signature._ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please re1um to: llo"ard Uni,mil) Student Alumni Group, 607 IIO\\Ord Pl NW, Wa,hmgotn, DC 10059
PH: 202/806-6019 Fax: 2021667-0839

- ~~~
.., .
South Side Sity Records

Official After Party Friday December 1st, 2000
@ 111e loft 2:K:9
Doors Open

@

1 Opm • 18 to party 21 to drink

Bil

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1, 2000

T HE HLLI.J'O P

.l/u,

A

.DECEMBER 1st -7tli
-

I

1ST

2ND

3RD

4TH

5TH

6TH

7TH

1940

1989

1847

1927

1935

1875

1941

Accla imed actor
and c ome dian
·Richard Pryor is
born in Peoria.
Illinois.

Andre' Ware of the
Univ. o f Hous ton
becomes the Is1
Afri can-A merican
quarterback to win
lhe Heisman 1rophy.

Frederick Douitlass
and Marlin R. Delany
Qublis h the North
Siar Newspaper.

Duke Ellington de- The National Council The 44th Congress The exhibit "Amerbuts al th e co uo n of Negro Woman is of 1875-1 87Tcon- ican Negro A rt,
estabhshed by Mary venes with a high I9th and 20th CenClub in Harlem.
McLoed Bethune in of eight Africans- tury'' opens at lhe
Americans taking Downtown Gallery
Washington, D.C.
in New York City.
office.

1

Mobb Depp perfom" with O,ponc-n-Norcaga tonight
31 Cr.union Aud11orium.1bc ,how ,l(Uls nt 8pm.

r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
sand ilems have been donated by professional artists and proceeds will ben- ey, runs through Saturday. Tickets are $20 • $32.50. For information, call :

FRIDAY

,

1St

efit the hungry and homeless in the Washington area. Admission is $5. For
information, call 202-882-6650.

Yo! Son! Word ix Bond ! Mobb Deep and Capone-n-Noreaga light up
1he stage 1onigh1 at Crnmton Audi1orium, 2455 Sixth Street NW. Also performing are special guests Musaliny-N-M.A.Z.E. and Major Figgaz. Show
srnr1, at 8pm. Tickets are $25. Questions? Call 202-806-7 194.
1

Chuck Berry, a 1rue pioneer of rock, perform, "Roll Over Beethoven" anti
other rock-anJ-roll favontes tonight al 9pm at the 9:30 Clul>. 815 V S1reet
NW. Tickets are $➔0. For information. call 202-165-0930.

SATURDAY , 2 nd
Learn North African dance today the National Museum of African Ari.
950 Independence Ave. SW, from 2:00 - 3:30pm. Malika, a Middle Eastern and Norih African dance instructor. teaches basic Nor1h African dance
movements. This even1 is FREE and for all age;,. For information, call 202357-2700.

:

th
Toke a spin on the ice, but wear your knee and bun pads 1oday at 1he Nation•
al Gallery of Ari's Ice Skaling Rink, 700 Cons1i1u1ion Ave. NW, the outdoor ,
rink 1ha1just re-opened. Today from I lam 10 10pm you can show off your
grace and skill for $5.50. and an additional $2.50 for skale and locker rentals. "Buffalo Hair," a story set in 1874 about a group of black troopers and a
black man who has chosen 10 live as an Indian. brings up questions about
For information. call 202-737-42 I5.
loyalty and self-ide111i1y. "Buffalo Hair" is playing at American Film InstiRelax and eat at Taliano 's Restaurant and Bar, 700 I B Carroll Ave. Thko- tute Theater at the Kennedy Center today al 8pm. Tickets are $22.50 and
ma Park. Md. (2 blocks cast of "fakoma Metro slop on 1he Red Line and 1he SIS for students. For information. call 202-467-4600.
DC border of Eastern Ave.). for 1he First Sunday Blues Jam led by Black
Magic from 4-Spm. The menu is lmlian, American and vegetarian, 1he drinks Wednesdays are open-mike days! Dehejia Buller hos1s open-mike poe1ry
are 10% off and the almosphere is friendly. Did I mention the drinks were night al Bohemian Caverns. 200 I 11 '" Stree1 NW. siarting at 9pm. AdmisI0% off and the admission is FREE? For informalion and directions. call sion is $5. For in formation. call (202)299-0800.
301-270-5515.
E"cry 'Wednesday is muy calientc at Club 2:k:9, 2009 81h Street NW (you
know where it is). Olivia Foxx and The CoCo Brother of WKYS host Soulth
Sa Wednesdays with Happy Hour beginning @5pm. Can't salsa? Come at '
7pm for lessons. For information. call 202-4&7-6676.

WEDNESDAY, 6

MONDAY,

Did you know that the Redskins hm'C a band? Starting at IOam. Santa Claus
and lhe Redskin, Marching Band are part of lhe Montgomery Counly Christ•
mas Parade in downtown Silver Spring (Armory at Wayne Ave. and Fenton St ,
one block we,1 of Georgia Ave.). Buffalo soldier reenactors and area school b.'Uld;.
will also participa1e. For informa1ion. call 301-565-7300.

SUNDAY,

202-806-719➔ or 202-432-SEAT.

Finals exams right around the corner? Need to laugh? "The Original
Kings of Comedy." starring Steve Harvey, D.L. Hughley. Cedric 1he En1errniner and Bernie Mac. is showing at 7:30pm al Cram1on Audi1orium. 2455
Six1h S1ree1 NW. Admission is only $2.

TUESDAY,

3 rd

Got a big heart? The Washington Ethical Society holds its 11 th annual hol•
idaycraf1 sale from noon to4pm 1o<lay at 7750 16th Street NW. Over a thou1

4

THURSDAY, 7 th
Hear Latin -inspired jazz at Blues Alley. 1073 Wisconsin Ave. NW. when
1he Chick Corea Trio performs li,·e at 8 and 10pm. For informa1ion, call 202337--1 141

5 th

R. Kelly said it first, but tonight, David Payton presents "When a
Woman's Fed Up!" at Cramton Auditorium. 2455 Sixth Street NW. at 8pm.
The show. featuring gospel ar1is1s Desmond Pringle and Dorothy Norwood,
R&B artiSIS Glenn Jones and Lenny Williams. and comedian Shuckey Duck-

DA VE RSE C ITY is a culmination of live art. photography, dance. spoken word.jazz and hip-hop.TI1e evem wi ll fea1ure songsuess N'Darnbi, N'digo
Rose and Moya. THIS~;, ~:NT\\ I LL BE LIVE A 'ID !SA MUST SEE@The Black 1
Cal 1&31 14th , 1ree1NW(' 14th & U') For info call 202.667.7960.
:

L------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
W HAT'S GOING ON AROUND

DC? IF YOU GOT T HE WHO,

WHEN, WHERE WHAT AND HOW MUCH, CONTACT GINGER AT

202.806.6867.
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SPECIAL THANKS TO
DEAN WATKINS, DEAN KEENE, AND
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

American Psychiatric Press, Inc., aleading medical
publisher in downtown Washington, D.C., seeksparttime Customer Service Representativesto support its
book and journalsdivision. This is an excellent
opportunitytolearn publishing and work inadynamic
professional environment. We offer flexible hours and a
location convenient to Metro. Qualifications include
attention to detail, ability tomeet deadlines. and a
commitment to quality.
Please faxor mail your resume to:
American Psychiatric Press, Inc.
1400 KStreet, NW, Suite1100
Washington, DC 20005
Attn: L. Adams
Fax no. (202) 682-6341 (No telephone calls, please.)

1
F RJD,\V, 0 ECF.MIIF.R 1 ,
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TUE HILLTOP

2000

HILLTOPICS
All HILLTOPICS are
due, paid in full, the
Tuesday before publication date. Announcements by campus organizations for meetings,
seminars or nonprofit
are charged as individuals
advertising for the
purpose of announcing a
service, buying or selling
are charged $5 for the
first 20 words and $ 1 for
every additional five
words. Local companies
are charged $ 10 for first
20 words and $2 for
every 5 words thereafter.
Personal ads are $2 for
the first 10 words and
$ 1 for every additional
5 words.

"How Sweet It Is"... A Morning Tea
The Ladies of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
lncorpora1cd, Alpha Chapter cordially
invite the women of Howard
University to a Morning Tea
Date: Sunday, December 3, 2000
Place: BlackbumCenterRoan 148& 150
Time: 10:20 am
Attire: Business Casual

1--- - -- ---------1
H ELP WANTED
.,_- -- -- - -- ----f

ANNOUNCEMENT
"How Sweet It ls"... A Morning Tea
The Ladies of Zeta Phi Bctn Sorority
Incorporated, Alpha Chapter cordially
invite the women ofHowald
University to a Morning Tea
Date: Sunday, December 3, 2000
Place: Blaclclun O:nt,,r Room 148 & 150
Time: I 0:20 am
Attitt: Business Casual

\ V:rntcd ! S pring Breakers! Cancun,
Bahamas. Jamaica, & Florida.

Call Sun Coast Vacations for a free
brochure and ask how you can
organi1,e a small group & Eat, Oriok,
Tra,·el Free & Earn Cash!
Call 1-888-777-4642 or email

a les@'suotoa:1sn·acation,,s:om,
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels,
Reliable Air. Free Food. Drinks, and
Parties! Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas,
Mazotlan, & Florida. Travel Free and
Earn Cash! Do it on the Web! Go
to StudentCity.co m or call
800-293-1443 for info.
SPRING BREAK 200 1! CANCUN
& BAHAJIL\.S. t; AT, DRI NK,
TRAVEL FOR FREE, WANTED
CAMPUS REPS! Call USA SPRING
BREAK, toll free (877) 460-6077,
for trip infonnation and rates. 25
Continuous Yea rs uf Student Travel!

Yun's Maokosa·s Afric~m Ha ir

Braiding Service
Com'enient I-louse & Dorm Vidts

Best Prices in Town
Call for appointment
(202) 258-8268 or (202) 234-3047
Student Prices:

Human Bair Micro-S l 20
lndi\'idual Br.iids Shoulder Lengtb-$120
Bob-SIOO
Dread Locks-$30
l'isie-Sl20
l'innut-$70
Senegalese 1\vist-S130
Yar o-$ 130
Casamus (!'bat 8rnids)-SI00
And More...
Stytist Profe.ssiooaUy Trained lo
West Africa (Ghana)
4
• J do your hair r ight the first time''
Price do not include hair

PERSONALS

YOUR SPRING OAEAK PACKAGE INCLUDES

The Ladies of Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority Inc. would like to thank
eveiyone who participated in
Operation Big Book Bag & Judy
Davis Bone Marrow Program.
Thank You ...

•

A o v n d • trl p
01rfor•
7 night;.<; h o t: ol O<<omtno d ot: t ons
Ro vn d-t:r i p 0 1q:,o n :: & h ot:• I t: r onst4r$
F r • • u.,, o l com"• beach &

•

F r • • oc:Jm I S'S I on t;.O

•

0 14' <Q vn t:s on r•st:o uron t; s,
spo r t"'- $
s i d • excv r $ 1o 'hs

•

• " o n ,n g

oriented . Expe rience preferred.
Salary Negotiable. Please call

(202) 833-23 78 to schedule for an
interview.

n I ght. clvbir;
wot:e r

•
•
•

Poc k o g e s o v o l l o b le t:o N • Q rl l ond
M Of"lt:$-90 Boy
P r ofes a.t o nol o n -sl CQ t:our rep s
Comp l et:e w e • kly occ l vl t les prog r o m
o f fo rln Q opt: 1o no l $ uf"IS 4't; c rulso,
b o o z e cr v l • • · t:09 0 p o r t: y & mo r e
Fr<f>,e b o nu s p o rt:y p o c k
Opc l o no l m eo l p i o n lnc l u d lr"I Q
? br.,o kf os t: s o n d 7 dinn e rs

-S+-V1..Ae"'-+- -r..--.ve \ -Sev-vl c es
, .. g,00 .. .:;; 4- g, ,.4- g, 4-"'f

A Quote To Know From A SGRl-1O:

Success is a journey, not a destination.
Sponsored by Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority, Inc.

ww,,•.usaspringbrcak.com
Admin. Assistant Needed
Must be independant and d ctall

po r tt es

•

Change YOUR World!

1lappy Birthday
Yzette "Stink" Lanier
From Tonya, Tasha. Danielle, and
Bcllowney

Way to n'ork ii o"t NSenga, Jtnniftr,
Joi and Brakkton!! Hold it down

ACTORS NEEDED for a 35mm film 1-- -- -- - - - -- ---I
Please Zenith, Don't llurt 'Em!
shoot
with an intcmational crew. Film
National Council of Negro Women.
to
be
screened
in
the
U.K.
African
91
huh? Congra1s! The world is
Inc.
American
Males
(5
years
old/early-late
yours,..
(could you iranslate that to
HU Section
20's)
and
African
American
Females
French for me?)
Presents
(early-late 20's/early-late 40's) fo r
NCNW Week
audition. For more details. contact
Muscle-Bound Shorty
Celebrating 65 Years
yhjU'n'ho"anl.edu
or (202) 257-722 1.
- What you got on tha1 Triple Sec?
Call to Chai"'!
Sun., Dec.3. 2000 .,__ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _-f
...Gilbeys an) one?
Rankin Memorial Chapel
SERVICES
ll :OO AM 1 - - -- -A-IT_
E_NT_IO_N
_ __ _
One time for all the Sigma Betas
out there... Nothing But Love
Tea Social
Students or Faculty you are now able to
Sun., Dec. 3, 2000
for Y'all Brosi
make some interrotion.,I calls and all
Blackbum Center
natiooal calls for as low as 7.9 cents per
-Show Biz, '93
1:30PM minute. For more information. log on to:
iO./.LE./Ylt/AP
Kujichagulia
www woddxchontt com/awt/216532
or call 703-866-9620 and press #5. .,__ _
Mon .. Dec.4, 2000
Have l'1u, at tl&at coacut Cllrisl
Blackbum Fomm 1 - -- - - - -- - -- - -~
7:00 PM l\e"l ife Communily Wellness Center
Pcmr-X«p'WfJf'tinonthal av, Walt
offer natural healrh car~ incJuding:
NCNW 65th Anniversaiy
acupuncture. chiropractic? massage,
Dr. Jane C. Smith, President. CCO
O.e time (or Mr. Sport.Weeki!
colonies. and re0exology. $30.00
Tues., Dec.5, 2000 student membership fee; visits as low
•
Mr. Granmun • Thanksfix
Blackbum Auditorium
as $25.00 plus discounts for other
7:00 PM services. Get healthy, mind, body, and
noa-ything man. "Nlghl-Nighl"
Investing & Networking
spirit. Call today for an appoinlment:
Thur>., Dec. 7, 2000
202-293-2225.
Blackbum Forum
-111• Gllost br tire T;,pn,rUa
7:00 PM
Community Service
Sat.. Dec. 9, 2000
Call To Chapel
Sun., Dec. 10, 2000
Rankin Me1norial Chapel
11:00AM

....!.-- - -- - ---f

where
Distincri\'I.' apartmfflt homl'I.

On the lntrm~t. mid next

With Special Guests

MIISALINY
-II- M..A.Z.E.
to Metro in th: n\'W

Oo...,ntovvn SiM.'f Spring.

'~-~,

SOuth Sklo
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Olftclal After Party Friday D e cember '1st.. 2000
@
The Loft 2:K:9
Doors O pen @

1 Opm •

18 to p arty 2 1 to drlnl<

'\

0 1(11

.-

I

Wht rc you are in lift.

tile Blairs

